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4An increasingly ever-changing media 

landscape has evolved with incredible pace 

in response to the demand for digital media 

consumption over recent years.

I joined the regional press in the 1980s, 

earning my stripes in the fast-paced 

environment of a newsroom. 

During this time, I developed an 

understanding of just how essential 

strategic advertising is for a business 

looking to map a trajectory of growth.

And throughout the 30-or-so years that 

have followed, advertising has played a 

constant role in the growth strategy of any 

business I have worked with.

In a marketplace with more ‘noise’ than 

ever before, a strong brand, impactful 

advertising and effective media relations 

are integral to establishing visibility in a 

localised audience.

Earlier this year, Explain Market Research 

conducted independent interviews with a 

cross-section of the North East business 

community on our behalf, to gain a better 

understanding of the perception of North 

East Times Magazine in the marketplace.  

The overarching view that we garnered 

is that, above all, print stands for trust, 

integrity and quality.

And this is reflected by industry experts 

that have explored the value of print, with 

many reflecting on the renaissance of the 

medium. 

It is apparent that the consumer still 

holds an affection for print as a high-quality 

channel with big impact.

Of course, with digital media, the 

personalisation and targeting possibilities 

The B2B media landscape has experienced a period of 
accelerated change in response to changing consumer 
habits over the past few years. So, what is the future of 
print advertising? John Duns explores
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are limitless.

And it may be argued that in some cases, 

both digital and print are competing for the 

same budget.

However, both have the ability to 

work together effectively to target your 

market and serve different functions in the 

decision-making process.

So, why is print synonymous with trust – 

a rubberstamp of approval?

Perhaps it’s the tangible ink on paper 

that makes it feel more considered and 

resolute.

The slower pace of consumption 

allows for focused attention, deeper 

comprehension and memorisation of the 

message. 

This is where long-form storytelling can 

really shine, and you have the ability to 

communicate your journey, and how you 

are delivering on your promises.

At North East Times, we work closely 

with clients to understand their business 

objectives, short and long-term plans, and 

who they want to reach. 

We’re not afraid to push back if we 

think we can work with you to refine 

your messaging, and we are comfortable 

working with your PR or advertising agency 

if you retain one.

We know two growing needs of 

our advertisers are flexibility and 

customisation, as businesses continue to 

adapt to the changing market conditions, 

with challenges of economic and 

operational uncertainty. 

Many of our clients are in the B2B sector 

and this is an area where, historically, there 

is doubt about the power of marketing, and 

traditionally there has been a reliance on 

the proficiency of referral and networking. 

Yet, the power of brand in the B2B 

marketplace is just as significant.

Take Sage, whose 40th anniversary was 

recognised in a recent issue of North East 

Times.

Sage’s accounting software has become 

so well-known as a result of strategic year-

on-year marketing to establish a global 

name.

I would urge any firm looking to 

establish increased credibility, recognition 

and visibility in the marketplace to consider 

the power of print.

John Duns
Director

North East Times Magazine
The case for print advertising_
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4That will be the summer holidays 
gone, then.

As August gives way to September, 
and the nights begin to shorten and 
warmer weather fades, so the end of 
another year creeps closer.

I’ll stop there, though, before this 
column descends any further into what 
might sound like a Philip Larkin poem 
and get to the point.

I mention holidays because an 
inherent element of any vacation – 
travelling to different climes – forms the 
nucleus of three of our main features in 
this edition.

Holidays are all about going to new 
countries, touring their sights and 
exploring their cultures, customs and 
cuisines. 

Often, these experiences stimulate 
new learning, reflections and ultimately 
philosophies, which can lead to fresh 
journeys that build businesses and turn 
organisations into household names.

Chloë Clover and Lou Tonner know 
all about such adventures.

Their present journey actually began 
with an ending; the pair left the North 
East on one-way tickets to Australia, 
later moving on to Far East Asia.

However, their trip ultimately brought 

them back again, with work for tourist 
businesses and attractions they’d 
encountered on their travels catalysing 
the creation of Middlesbrough-based 
video marketing company Wander 
Films.

Today, the firm counts Hampton By 
Hilton among its clients, and Chloë was 
earlier this year flagged on the Forbes 
30 Under 30 list as a talent to watch 
across future years.

Travel also plays a crucial role in 
the life of Nigel Cabourn, the clothing 
designer whose eponymous brand 
extends around the world.

However, when the COVID-19 
pandemic struck last year, Nigel – who 
regularly flies to Europe and East 
Asia to visit his stores, stockists and 
source the vintage items and fabrics so 
inspirational to his future collections – 
had to make alternative arrangements.

What he did was look closer to home 
– to Tynemouth Station, in fact – and 
David Uddgren-Young, the man behind 
curated menswear and goods supplier 
COMMON ILKE VINTAGE.

Their alliance was an instant success, 
with David sourcing garments, such 
as 1950s Korean War era clothing 
and vintage varsity jackets, that have 

helped – and continue to shape – the 
look and feel of Nigel’s 2023 spring 
collection.

And foreign influence is also at the 
heart of our feature with Sir Brendan 
Foster, who celebrates this year’s 40th 
anniversary of the Great North Run by 
going back to where it all began – New 
Zealand.

While training for the 1980 Moscow 
Olympics, Sir Brendan, alongside Dave 
Moorcroft, signed up for the Round The 
Bays race, in Auckland.

Surrounded by 10,000 other runners, 
from professional athletes to club 
enthusiasts and those taking part in 
the name of charity, it was a lightbulb 
moment.

Recognising the opportunity to 
replicate the event’s premise on the city 
streets of Newcastle and the coastal 
thoroughfares of South Tyneside, Sir 
Brendan did just that.

And, 40 years later, the Great North 
Run remains a landmark event, not just 
in the North East’s sporting calendar, 
but the global schedule too.

I hope you enjoy this issue.

Steven

With the main holiday season coming to an end, Steven Hugill is reminded of the 
important influence travel plays on the North East’s business landscape…
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Your curated guide to the latest news, views, trends 
and technologies shaping the economic and business
landscape of the North East.

Business
Briefing_

Business briefing

The new boss of the region’s largest 
business membership organisation has 
vowed to do everything he can to help 
the area’s “incredible” organisations 
“flourish and achieve their full potential”.

John McCabe says he will be firms’ 
“advocate and champion at home and 
internationally” after being named chief 
executive of the North East England 
Chamber of Commerce.

The former Chamber president will 
officially take over in early October, 
replacing the departing James 
Ramsbotham, who is leaving after 15 
years in post.

“Our members will always be at the 
heart of everything the Chamber does, 
and together we can build a stronger 
North East on the foundations of a fairer, 
more sustainable and inclusive economy,” 
said John.

“The North East has been hard hit by 
the pandemic and many of our members 
are continuing to experience great 
difficulty as a consequence of exiting the 
European Union.

“I also hope we can work with the 
Government to deliver a levelling-up 
agenda that has a focus on people 
and opportunity, as well as on critical 
investment in infrastructure,” added 
John, who previously founded Blyth-
based Fusion PR Creative.

He also praised the influence of James, 
saying his “immense contribution to the 
North East” will not be forgotten.

“It’s a privilege to succeed James; I 
have the highest admiration for him,” 
added John, who counts communications 
roles with Transco and Newcastle 
Building Society on his CV, and previously 

stood in the North of Tyne mayoral 
election.

Reflecting on the changes, Chamber 
president Lesley Moody said she is 
excited about the organisation’s new era.

She added: “James has worked 
tirelessly, helping ensure our Chamber 
has gone from strength-to-strength 
by representing members regionally, 
nationally and internationally.

“John comes with a great knowledge 
and understanding of the North East 
business landscape, along with a track 
record of working with large and smaller 
businesses.

“He also has first-hand experience of 
what is involved in starting and growing 
your own business, which I’m sure will 
resonate with many members.”

New Chamber boss John McCabe keen to build “stronger North East”
Business

Town set for further 
Government jobs boost
Employment

A North East town is primed 
for another Government jobs 
windfall.

The Office for National 
Statistics is hiring for roles at a 
new Darlington base.

North East Times Magazine 
understands around 90 posts 
could be created.

Roles include lead economists 
and assistant deputy directors.

The organisation also 
wants an individual to fill a 
£120,000-a-year position as 
deputy national statistician 
and director general for health, 
population and methods role.

The posts would add to a 
recently announced 1300-job 
multi-department Government 
hub in Darlington. 

Earlier this year, bosses 
confirmed positions across 
Treasury and international 
trade operations, as well as the 
Department for Business, Energy 
and Industrial Strategy, will 
switch from London to the town 
over the coming years. 

Speaking previously about 
the Treasury move, Tees Valley 
Mayor Ben Houchen said: “This 
will put local priorities and 
local people at the heart of the 
Government.”

Business
Briefing_

GBB receives £28 million 
investment
Finance

A challenger bank has secured a £28 million 
investment agreement it says will catalyse 
its journey to gaining an operating licence.

 Middlesbrough-headquartered GBB is 
being supported by the Teesside Pension 
Fund. The commitment follows a previous 
£20 million outlay by the fund into the bank. 

 Sue Hayes, GBB chief executive, said: 
“We’re delighted Teesside Pension Fund 
shares our vision.”

 GBB, which hopes to gain a provisional 
licence to launch later this year, aims to be 
an “engine of economic growth for regional 
SME developers” by providing tailored 
lending to residential and commercial 
property operators.

Just Eat reveals 1500-job 
North East plans
Retail

An online food delivery firm has 
revealed plans to create 1500 
jobs in a £100 million North East 
expansion.

Just Eat wants staff to bolster 
its customer care division.

The company, which works 
with fast food chains including 
Newcastle-founded baker 
Greggs, says workers will be 
based at a site in Houghton-le-
Spring.

Officials say about 300 jobs 
have already been filled, with 
positions outstanding across 
customer service advisory 
roles and team leader and 
management posts.

 Just Eat’s UK customer care 
team supports more than 58,000 
restaurant partners and millions 
of consumers, helping the former 
with menus and the latter with 
order enquiries.

 Councillor Graeme Miller, 
leader of Sunderland City 
Council, said: “It is vindication of 
our offer when brands like Just 
Eat are drawn to the city thanks 
to the work of our team and 
colleagues from Invest North East 
England and the North East Local 
Enterprise Partnership.”

Elmtronics drives on with Keltruck 
partnership
Transport

A County Durham-headquartered electric 
vehicle charging firm has accelerated its 
market progress with a fresh deal.

Consett’s Elmtronics is working with 
Keltruck Limited.

Bosses say Elmtronics will install 
41 charging points across 15 sites for 
Midlands and South Wales-based 
Keltruck, which is Europe’s largest 
independent distributor of Scania heavy-
goods vehicles.

The work represents another boost for 
Elmtronics, which recently fitted charging 
points at the MetroCentre and secured a 
deal with vehicle leasing firm Vanarama.

Dan Martin, chief executive, said: “We 
have a number of future partnerships, 
which will continue to solidify us as a 
trusted enabler of the electric vehicle 
revolution.”

Thoughtworks in 100-job 
Newcastle move
Technology

A global technology consultancy has 
pledged to create 100 North East jobs.

 Thoughtworks is opening an office in 
Newcastle. Bosses expect to deliver their 
job target by 2024.

 The firm, which works with clients 
on strategy, design and software 
engineering, says its Newcastle hub 
will serve national and international 
customers.

 It was helped by Invest Newcastle – 
part of NewcastleGateshead Initiative 
– which introduced Thoughtworks to 
cash support such as the North of Tyne’s 
Inward Investment Grant Fund, which 
awarded the company nearly £700,000.

 Jen Hartley, director at Invest 
Newcastle, said: “This further cements 
our position as a leading tech hub and our 
ability to compete on a world stage.”
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Sales and marketing firm plots 
expansion with new boss
Recruitment

A sales and marketing outsourcing 
firm has laid out growth plans after 
appointing a new chief executive.

Wallsend-based durhamlane says it 
is preparing to “more than double in 
size and reach eight figure revenues 
over the next three years” following the 
arrival of Katy Sayburn.

Formerly working in the 
international tourism industry, Katy 
was the first woman appointed to 
Monarch Travel Group’s board and was 
latterly managing director of Hotel BH 
Mallorca. 

Hexham-born Katy said: “I’m looking 
forward to working with the team to 
develop the business.”

Britishvolt strikes Glencore 
agreement
Manufacturing

A firm behind plans for an 8000-job 
vehicle battery making factory has 
agreed a supply deal with a mining 
giant.

 Britishvolt is working with Glencore 
on a “long-term strategic partnership”.

 Bosses say the alliance will see 
Glencore provide cobalt for use in 
Britishvolt’s lithium-ion batteries.

 Glencore has also made an 
undisclosed investment into its new 
partner’s venture.

 Britishvolt plans to build what it 
describes as the UK’s first gigaplant 
on a former coal yard at the old 
Blyth power station site, in Cambois, 
Northumberland.

 It says the development could 
create 3000 direct jobs and 5000 
supply chain posts.

Banks Renewables kickstarts “landmark” Scottish wind farm project
Development

A family-run energy scheme developer has begun work on a “landmark” project.
County Durham-headquartered Banks Renewables is pressing ahead with 

construction on what it says is the UK’s first onshore wind farm with 200-metre turbines.
Described as a 15-turbine extension to the existing 26-turbine Kype Muir wind farm, 

in South Lanarkshire, Scotland, bosses say the combined development will have enough 
capacity to annually power 112,000 homes.

Work got underway after Banks secured funding agreements with Greencoat UK Wind 
and turbine erection is expected to begin by next summer, with the scheme scheduled to 
go live by the end of 2022.

Richard Dunkley, managing director at Banks Renewables, said: “This is a landmark 
project for ourselves and the wider Scottish renewable energy sector.”

Plans unveiled for multi-
million-pound community 
scheme
Built Environment

Plans have been submitted for a 
multi-million-pound community 
development on the outskirts of 
Newcastle.

 The proposals feature a 
419sq metre Co-op anchor store 
alongside a Cooplands bakery and 
veterinary centre on a site near 
Westerhope.

Bosses say the vision – led 
by Sansec Developments, 
with support from planning 
and development consultancy 
Lichfields – promises to create 25 
full-time roles and support around 
100 construction posts.

If approved, the site could open 
next year.

 As well as its retail and 
veterinary offer, officials say the 
scheme will feature a community 
seasonal garden, a new access 
road and car parking.

Business
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Work begins to tear down famous blast furnace 
Redevelopment

Demolition has started on an iconic monument of Teesside steelmaking.
Redcar’s famous blast furnace is being torn down to make way for the Teesworks 

development.
The flattening complements work on other notable buildings on the former SSI UK 

site, such as the Redcar Coke Ovens, with bosses saying the entire base will be cleared 
in a year. 

When finished, they say the work will open up 600 acres of land for fresh investment.
Recently confirmed by ministers as the site of England’s largest freeport, Teesworks 

is earmarked to house a GE Renewable Energy wind turbine blade-making factory and a 
Net Zero Teesside Power carbon capture, utilisation and storage power plant.

The blast furnace fell silent – along with Redcar’s entire steelworks site – when SSI UK 
entered liquidation in 2015.

New additions help auction firm build for future
Property

A property auction company has hailed its flexibility after a rapid increase in staff 
numbers was supplemented by market growth. 

Newcastle-based iamproperty has taken on 70 people during the pandemic – boosting 
its team to 250 – with bosses hailing its hybrid working model.

They say the system has accelerated growth across the UK, as well as in its North East 
head office, with recent appointments including iamproperty’s new head of operations 
Kelly Stillman, who is from Dorset.

They also say the business has benefited from a rapid expansion in online property 
auction popularity and the launch of movebutler, which helps agents and consumers 
navigate pinch points in the moving process.

Ben Ridgway, iamproperty’s group managing director, said: “Working right across the 
UK allows us to attract top talent, which means our agents and consumers get the best 
solutions and the best service.”

Retail
4�Greggs plots major job and 

store growth

A national high street baker founded 
on Tyneside’s streets has unveiled 
plans to create 500 jobs.

Greggs wants new workers to 
help it rebound from the COVID-19 
pandemic after enjoying a “stronger-
than-expected level of sustained 
sales recovery in recent months”. 

The Newcastle-headquartered 
pasty and sausage roll maker says 
the jobs will be created across 100 
new stores, with further plans in 
place to increase its existing 2115 
shop estate to more than 3000.

Bosses revealed their blueprint 
in a half-year trading update, which 
showed sales had returned to pre-
pandemic levels.

Construction
4�Renewed demand fuels 

Bellway’s progress 

A North East-headquartered 
homebuilder says it is in an “excellent 
position” to continue growing as 
record demand complements a 
return to pre-pandemic levels of 
income and sales.

Seaton Burn-based Bellway 
chalked up housing revenues of more 
than £3.1 billion in the year to July 31, 
with sales rising nearly 35 per cent 
to 10,138.

The numbers sit just below its 
performance in 2019 but are well 
above the £2.2 billion and 7522 
recorded in 2020 as the COVID-19 
pandemic hit operations.

News you may have missed

For more news and views across the 
North East, visit our website @
www.netimesmagazine.co.uk/news

Consultancy powers on 
with 100-job plans
Energy

An energy consultancy aims to “reach 
its next level of growth” after revealing 
plans to create 100 jobs.

Global Procurement Group – which 
trades as Northern Gas and Power – 
wants workers to boost operations at 
its new £2 million Gateshead-based 
Riga headquarters.

Roles include energy consultants 
and training and technical posts, with 
bosses saying the arrivals will help 
push the firm’s international customer 
base higher.

Brendan Garvey, chief people 
officer, said: “This marks yet another 
new chapter in the business’ 
evolution.”

He added the new jobs will be based 
at the company’s Gateshead site, 
as well as its French, US, Indian and 
Maltese offices.
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‘Transformational’ HS2 remains vital for North East 
levelling-up ambitions

With new reports throwing fresh doubt over the delivery of the eastern leg of the multi-
billion-pound HS2 development, Sarah Glendinning, CBI’s North East director, says it 

is imperative the major transport project is completed in full.

4Speculation over the future of HS2 

refuses to go away.

Let us be clear, however; the business 

case remains as powerful as ever.

For the economy, for the environment, 

for the fruition of levelling-up aspirations – 

a cornerstone of this Government’s stated 

policy ambitions – the project simply must 

proceed, as scheduled and in its entirety.

Ministers must honour their development 

pledges – and local leaders must use their 

influence to ensure they do.

The speculation must end.

For the North East, it is hard to overstate 

the transformational impact.

The scheme will link eight of the nation’s 

ten biggest cities, easing road congestion 

and emissions and slashing journey times.

High-capacity services from Newcastle 

to Birmingham in under two hours 

represents a significant improvement.

And for a region where unemployment 

is the highest in England, and incomes the 

lowest, closer alignment with other parts of 

the country can unlock new opportunities.

But while it’s easy to talk about HS2 

delivering broad regional gains, a better 

illustration arguably comes from analysing 

its potential to deliver positive change for 

individual communities.

In Durham, HS2’s arrival would drive 

the creation of the planned Aykley Heads 

business quarter – 70,000sq metres of 

office space designed to attract new high-

growth enterprise and 6000 new jobs, 

while also supporting local ambitions to 

double employment in the tourism sector.

Darlington’s planned HS2 Growth Hub 

would kickstart £100 million of investment 

in the heart of the town, involving a 

redeveloped station, new business space 

and 1500 new homes.

And in Newcastle, HS2 will cement the 

status of Central Station as an international 

gateway, connecting Newcastle 

International Airport, Sunderland and South 

Tyneside, East Durham, Northumberland 

and Cumbria, all integrated with Northern 

Powerhouse Rail and synchronised with 

local metro, rail and bus services.

Upgrades to rail lines and freight 

provisions, unlocking further new 

development potential, are recurring 

themes across the region.

The numbers are stark. Nationally, more 

than 30,000 jobs will be created in the 

construction phase alone, and nearly 2000 

firms have already played a part – including 

18 in the North East.

The 62,000 people in the region’s 

renowned advanced manufacturing sector 

will have new opportunities to thrive too. 

HS2 will bring more than trains to the 

North East. Public and private investment, 

impetus and opportunity will come too, 

making it easier for people to live and 

work where they want, and for businesses 

to grow and create jobs. It can be a vital 

foundation for a sustainable economic 

future, which enables the region to prosper 

on both the national and international 

stage.

Ambitions must not be allowed to falter 

now.

Will it, won’t it?

From the very day plans were 

rubberstamped, doubts have hung 

heavy over the HS2 development.

Lauded by ministers as a crucial 

remedy to the country’s ageing rail 

system, the spiralling cost of the 

project, allied to environmental 

protests, has meant it has become 

a millstone for the Government, 

rather than a medicine soothing an 

element of the UK’s travel industry 

ills.

And now fresh question marks 

have emerged, after a recent 

Whitehall leak to the press claimed 

halting HS2’s eastern leg to 

Leeds – so crucial to improving 

the North’s East’s travel links 

nationally – would save £40 billion, 

adding “there’s no way we’re going 

to see this built in our lifetimes”.

Downing Street moved quickly 

to play down the situation, saying 

a much-delayed decision in its rail 

plan will be made “soon”.

However, if the eastern leg does 

hit the buffers, then it would be 

difficult for the Government’s PR 

department – so adept at spin and 

whitewash – to deny the levelling-

up agenda is close to derailing.

Guest contributor Sarah Glendinning_

Don’t let project hit 
the buffers
Investment

Words by Sarah Glendinning
CBI North East director

The independent Green Jobs Taskforce recently unveiled a report to the Government 
on measures it believes should be taken to help the country transition to net zero by 

2050. Here, Andrew Clark, energy programme lead at the North East Local Enterprise 
Partnership, looks at the study’s aims and what the switch to a low carbon future could 

mean for the region’s jobs landscape.

4The Government’s ambition to reach net 

zero by 2050 has seen a huge increase in 

investment across new forms of sustainable 

and clean energy, including offshore wind 

and electrification. 

This has brought with it a rise in green 

jobs, creating new skills demands across 

the expanding sectors.

In response, the Government’s Green 

Jobs Taskforce recently published its 

first report to ministers, industry and the 

skills sector, outlining the importance of 

investing in the UK workforce to ensure 

people develop the right skills to deliver the 

country’s net zero transition.

The report is of particular relevance 

to the North East, where green jobs are 

poised to transform our economy – and our 

workforce. 

The expansion of sectors like offshore 

wind, electric vehicles and battery 

production, low carbon heat and heat 

networks in the North East is creating 

thousands of new green jobs, and we must 

ensure our existing workforce, and the 

workforce of the future, are equipped with 

the skills businesses need.

Working alongside partners in industry 

and academia, we’re mapping the current 

and future skills needs in the green 

economy to ensure sectors in the North 

East – particularly those with the biggest 

potential for growth – have access to the 

talent and expertise they need to scale up.

The North East Local Enterprise 

Partnership is working with Energi Coast 

– the North East’s offshore wind cluster – 

and the education sector to ensure green 

careers advice is available to people in all 

industries, and at every stage of the career 

journey. 

Reskilling and retraining will be vital in 

helping people move into new green jobs.

We’ve also recently completed a piece 

of work identifying the opportunities 

that exist both now, and in the future, for 

businesses in the low carbon heat supply 

chain, and what this will mean for skills 

demands. 

The region’s education sector has a 

significant role to play in the transition to 

supporting and creating more green jobs. 

Newcastle University is leading a national 

network of four cutting-edge centres 

to enable faster collaborative research 

and development of electric machines – 

including cars, planes and ships.

The North East Local Enterprise 

Partnership’s skills team is working with 

education providers to ensure courses – 

and particularly vocational qualifications 

– meet the needs of employers and help 

deliver the skills needed. 

The North East is already a leading 

destination for advancements in green 

energy, and that creates a significant 

opportunity for the region to become a 

major destination for skills in green jobs 

too; helping attract more businesses to 

invest in our people and our places, and 

ensuring the area is at the forefront of the 

UK’s green industrial revolution.

We’re all familiar with the seismic 

impact brought by the Industrial 

Revolution.

But with the world grappling the 

ever-increasing effects of climate 

change, similarly vast transformation 

will be required to change our carbon 

output.

A fundamental element in the UK 

addressing its environmental footprint 

will be the Government’s own Green 

Industrial Revolution, which aims 

to put in place measures to end 

the country’s contribution to global 

warming by 2050.

Work has already started on 

planning for a net zero future, 

with the independent Green Jobs 

Taskforce – which includes Newcastle 

College’s head of Energy Academy 

Alan Goundry, and Tees Components 

managing director Sharon Lane – 

having recently handed its climate 

recommendations to Downing Street.

Ministers are now assessing the 

group’s findings, with a strategy on the 

UK’s environmental future expected to 

be laid out later this year. 

Guest contributor Andrew Clark_

How the North East can lead the UK’s 
green jobs revolution

A blueprint for concerted change
Environment

Words by Andrew Clark
Energy programme lead at the North East Local Enterprise Partnership
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Taking flight again

Grounded. Stationary. Unmoved. For so long last year, and a good part of early 2021, 
a look at any airline’s fleet was enough to conjure such adjectives as COVID-19 

turbulence forced service cancellations and stifled demand. However, as the vaccine 
rollout continues, the aviation industry’s wheels are beginning to turn more quickly. 
And the building momentum is no better reflected than at Newcastle International 

Airport, where low-cost carrier Ryanair is setting up a new base, complete with fresh jobs 
and destinations. Final take-off from the unprecedented flux of the last 18 months might 
still be some distance away, but the investment nevertheless provides a valuable element 

of certainty

Words by Steven Hugill

4It was all rather poetic.

Indeed, were it not for a quirk of the 

itinerary, you could have been forgiven for 

thinking it had all been scripted from the 

pen of writer Paulo Coelho.

‘When someone leaves, it’s because 

someone else is about to arrive’, 

philosophises the Brazilian novelist’s main 

character in The Zahir, after seeing his 

long-term partner suddenly disappear. 

What the Rio-born author knows 

about the North East, and specifically 

Newcastle International Airport, arguably 

wouldn’t stretch to a manuscript footnote.

Nevertheless, as events unfolded at 

the travel hub last month, his spirit was 

certainly brought to mind.

Under sunny skies, a Ryanair plane 

taxied to a stop just as another, this time 

sporting Easyjet’s trademark orange 

colourway, shifted backwards across the 

apron in preparation for take-off.

To the casual eye, it was a scene of 

everyday routine. Except it wasn’t.

A year earlier, Easyjet, beset by 

COVID-19 struggles, closed a 150-

plus crew and three-aircraft base at 

Newcastle, which had helped fly more 

than 20 million passengers to foreign 

shores since its 2003 founding.

The carrier still operates flights 

from the site, but its presence has 

undoubtedly diminished, and to see one 

of its remaining services – a departure 

Opinion Travel

Taxiing for fresh  
take-off 

Empty planes aren’t usually good 

news for airports.

Yet when Ryanair plane EI-ENC – 

vacant but for a handful of bosses 

– touched down in the region last 

month from Shannon, it was cause 

for much celebration. 

For the service brought with it a 

£140 million-plus investment from 

the Dublin-headquartered carrier 

that promises a two-aircraft base 

at Newcastle International Airport 

from next summer.

Planned to create more than 

60 direct jobs across pilot, cabin 

crew and engineering and support 

service roles, bosses say it will aid 

the delivery of at least 400 indirect 

supply chain posts.

Furthermore, they say the 

new hub will build on Ryanair’s 

existing schedule at Newcastle, 

with 12 routes to be launched to 

destinations including Milan, Riga, 

Chania and Zadar, in Croatia.

to Belfast – leaving through the vapour 

trails of its replacement, complete with 

welter of promised European flights, was 

incredibly symbolic.

Strip away the romanticism and 

the significance becomes even more 

magnified.

Whether you like Ryanair’s business 

model or you don’t – and there are many 

that freely admit to sitting in the latter 

camp – its £140 million-plus commitment 

to Newcastle represents a significant 

juncture in the airport’s journey out of the 

COVID-19 pandemic.

For it provides something we’ve all 

been searching for across the last 18 

months – an element of certainty. 

Of course, it must be said that Ryanair’s 

plugging of the Easyjet gap is no panacea 

for the turbulence of the last year-and-

a-half.

For a start, its two-plane base is one 

less than what its low-cost adversary 

operated from Newcastle, and its pledge 

to deliver 60-plus direct jobs falls short of 

the number Easyjet was employing when 

it pulled the shutters down.

But it is a foundation stone, and bosses 

from both sides say they are confident 

the figures, certainly on the employment 

front, can rise as the carrier settles in and 

flyers choose its services.

“This is very significant for the airport 

and the region,” Graeme Mason, the site’s 

planning and corporate affairs director, 

says as we chat close to an apron-side 

office overlooking Ryanair’s plane. 

“It will mean jobs for pilots, cabin crew 

and support services.

“But the impact will reach wider across 

the region and mean hundreds of jobs in 

the supply chain – the extra passengers 

attracted by Ryanair’s flights are going 

to generate more jobs in and around the 

airport as well.”

He continues: “It is a major milestone; 

Ryanair could have put these aircraft 

anywhere in Europe.

“For it to have chosen this airport, 

though, is a real step in the right direction 

for us, and its commitment is a sign of 

confidence in what we are doing here.”

The sureness to which Graeme refers 

comes after bosses secured a number of 

other agreements with carriers, which 

include Lufthansa’s launch of a new 

route to Frankfurt, Vueling’s introduction 

of flights to Barcelona, and TUI UK’s 

expansion of its summer 2022 catalogue.

All of which, says Graeme, will help the 

airport rebound from COVID-19, as will a 

commitment to becoming carbon net zero 

by 2035, with plans for a solar farm now 

drawn up for public consultation.

“We’ve maintained very close 

relationships with all of our airlines during 

the pandemic and that has helped us get 

back to full strength again,” he adds.

From Ryanair’s perspective, its 

partnership with Newcastle makes 

perfect business sense too.

Already familiar with the airport, thanks 

to existing flights to holiday hotspots 

Alicante, Faro and Palma, creating a 

permanent base seems an obvious 

commercial move.

There remain obstacles to overcome, 

though.

Like any such venture, bums on seats 

will always be the ultimate barometer.

And in a constantly shifting travel 

landscape, where many holidaymakers 

still remain reticent about jetting away 

– be it this year or next – achieving the 

necessary numbers might not be as easy 

as it once was.

But Eddie Wilson, Ryanair’s jovial chief 

executive, remains upbeat, and says 

the carrier has a plan, which, in a way, 

involves going back to the future.

“Dublin became popular because it was 

easy to get there,” says the experienced 

aviation boss, who arrived in the region 

wearing a Newcastle United shirt.

“And low-cost access is still what it’s all 

about. 

“People want that for short holiday 

breaks, or to go and meet family or 

friends, and it is very important for 

businesses too.

“Point-to-point travel benefits 

smaller businesses that are conscious 

of costs and who really value personal 

relationships to build their respective 

brands.”

And in a world where longer haul travel 

remains precarious, he says Ryanair’s 

extended relationship with the airport will 

provide a mutual sweet spot.

“You’ve got airlines in Europe that have 

gone bust, reduced in size or are now 

saddled with state aid payments – but we 

are the exception,” he says.

“Pre-pandemic, we flew 150 million 

passengers a year and we aim to get back 

to that figure next year, and to 200 million 

by 2026.

“Our partnership with Newcastle will 

help that; what we are doing with the 

airport is visionary. 

“The advantage of having planes based 

at an airport is that they sleep there,” 

adds Eddie, who has now swapped his 

Magpies’ top for a dark blazer.

“They go out and come back again on 

a cycle every day, which means you’re in 

control of your own destiny.

“No pun intended, but long-haul is 

going to take a long time to get back; 

China is still closed, South America, 

with its slow vaccine rollout, is going to 

be closed for some time, and the US is 

prioritising its own.

“All of that means short-haul traffic is 

where things are happening.

“There is pent-up demand and, 

therefore, a real opportunity to grab 

market share.”

In The Zahir, Coelho’s character directly 

follows his musing about loss and arrival 

by convincing himself he will “find love 

again.”

The airport’s new relationship with 

Ryanair is no guaranteed fairytale ending 

– market sentiment will ultimately go a 

long way to dictating that.

But it does mean a fresh start following 

18 months of instability. 

And that’s not a bad script to work 

from.

OpinionTravel
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PLANS HAVE BEEN SUBMITTED BY ENVISION’S 
battery technology division Envision AESC for a 

£450 million battery manufacturing plant at the 

International Advanced Manufacturing Park (IAMP), in 

Washington.

If approved, they will create more than 750 green 

jobs and safeguard 300 more at the company’s 

Sunderland base.

Construction of the gigafactory – which will be the 

largest facility on IAMP – is scheduled to begin in 2022 

to support the production of batteries to power up to 

100,000 electric vehicles a year from 2024.

Strengthening an already successful collaboration, 

Sunderland College is working with Envision AESC to 

recruit maintenance technician apprentices to boost 

its highly skilled maintenance teams and help produce 

current and future generation l-ion batteries into the 

expanding electric vehicle (EV) market.

So far, more than 150 applications have been 

received for the positions, with 20 apprentices 

appointed to start in the coming weeks.

Iain Nixon, vice principal for partnerships and 

commercial at Education Partnership North East – 

which includes Sunderland College – said: “We are 

delighted Envision AESC is investing to expand their 

production of lithium-ion batteries here in Sunderland 

and look forward to strengthening our established and 

successful partnership.

“The expanded apprenticeship programme will 

support the creation of new green economy jobs, 

which will enable young people and adults across the 

North East to build and secure a sustainable career 

with a forward looking and growing business like 

Envision AESC.”

In July, Envision AESC announced a partnership 

with Nissan and Sunderland City Council to build an 

electrical vehicle hub to support next-generation EV 

production and accelerate the transition to net zero 

carbon mobility.

Expected to be the UK’s first at-scale battery 

manufacturing plant, with state-of-the-art technology 

and powered by 100 per cent renewable energy, the 

gigafactory will pave the way for potential future 

investment of £1.8 billion, generating 4500 new jobs 

through the supply chain.

Chris Caygill, Envision AESC UK managing director, 

added: “One of the main positive outcomes from the 

gigafactory investment is the creation of 750 new high-

value jobs in this growing technology sector.

“Hiring and developing apprentices is a key part of 

our strategy to ensure our future workforce is ready to 

support the significant scale up in our operations. 

“We are delighted to continue our partnership with 

Sunderland College, which will deliver the training 

programme for our apprentices, including the first 

cohort of 20 who will join this September.”

Ahead of submitting the planning application, 

a public consultation was carried out with local 

stakeholders and residents, with 80 per cent of those 

consulted on the plans offering positive support for 

the project. The 150-hectare IAMP was created by 

South Tyneside Council and Sunderland City Council in 

2014 to attract business investment to the region, with 

enabling works carried out in 2018.

Councillor Graeme Miller, leader of Sunderland City 

Council, said: “Envision AESC will create high-quality 

jobs for local people – green jobs, producing green 

products, supported by green energy to power green 

cars.

“We’re delighted this project is moving forward 
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Envision AESC and Sunderland College 
partner to create new maintenance technician 
apprenticeships

World-leading green tech company Envision Group and Sunderland College will create 
dozens of manufacturing apprenticeship opportunities as part of a billion-pound boost to 
the UK’s automotive industry.

www.educationpartnershipne.ac.uk
@EPNorthEast
www.envision-aesc.com
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and will continue to play a pivotal, proactive role in 

supporting job creation in the area.”

George Mansbridge, corporate director for 

regeneration and environment at South Tyneside 

Council, added: “It’s a huge step forward and we’re 

thrilled that – so soon from the announcement – that 

the project is moving forward with this planning 

application, which will pave the way to create a facility 

that will initially create hundreds and then thousands of 

new jobs for our residents.”

IAMP has been backed by the Government, via 

the Local Growth Fund through the North East Local 

Enterprise Partnership, to develop infrastructure, 

including new roads, bridges and environmental 

enhancements, that will support the development. 

The Local Growth Fund resource is supporting major 

capital investments to promote innovation, economic 

and skills infrastructure and sustainable transport as 

part of the North East Growth Deal.

Helen Golightly, North East Local Enterprise 

Partnership chief executive, said: “The North East is 

set to play a leading role in the UK’s transition to a 

greener economy, as we work towards achieving the 

Government’s net zero target.

“With our existing skills base, supply chain and 

infrastructure, the addition of Envision AESC’s 

gigafactory will further cement the North East as a 

leading light in renewable energy, and we are looking 

forward to seeing it take shape and bring more and 

better jobs to our region.”

Pictured, from left to right, are Envision AESC managing director Chris Caygill; apprentice Dalton Cummings; Iain Nixon, Education Partnership North 
East vice principal for partnerships and commercial; apprentice Molly Craggs; and Derek Enfield, vice president manufacturing SCM
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RH: TELL ME A LITTLE ABOUT LIGHTOX AND YOUR 

pioneering work to find a treatment for early-stage 
mouth cancers.

SW: Our lead drug candidate, which will go into 

clinical trials next year, is a topical treatment, and the 

easiest way to describe it is to imagine a fluorescent 

Bonjela gel placed on a cancerous area of a person’s 

mouth. 

When you shine a light on the gel, it becomes toxic 

and kills the cancerous cells.

We chose oral cancer because there is presently no 

treatment in that space; in fact, the patient journey can 

be brutal.

The cost of surgery is relatively low, but the impact 

on the patient is huge, to the extent that if someone is 

operated on, they may have to learn to speak or swallow 

again.

As a business, we spun out of Durham University 

and was originally backed by High Force Research – a 

Durham-based company that makes clinical grade drugs 

and which I now run – that gave us initial seed finding to 

develop our work.

We then received support from a Dutch funder 

before High Force came in again, and latterly Northstar 

Ventures.

RH: You have worked with us here at Jackson Hogg for 
several years to fulfil your recruitment needs. What is 
it about our service that you appreciate, and how have 
we helped you meet your goals?

SW: My journey with Jackson Hogg rolls out through 

my entire time in the North East. 

I came up here with QuantuMDx Group in Newcastle 

and got to know the team right from the beginning.

Jackson Hogg provided great support when we began 

expanding – we went from three people to 110 – and it 

was very good at finding and attracting people to the 

company. 

It has subsequently been similarly helpful with 

LightOx – we have gone from three people to 13 – and 

with High Force Research too, a recent example being 

our recruitment of a HR manager.

The team really understands a company and the 

people it requires.

You must think a good way into the future if you want 

to recruit the right person, particularly if you are looking 

for senior level staff, owing to the associated notice 

periods, and Jackson Hogg is great when it comes to 

that.

I tell the firm of my plans, and where I want the 

business to be in a certain timeframe, and Jackson 

Hogg’s team works to ensure I have the right individuals 

at the right time.

RH: How reassuring for you is our partnership, in terms 
of Jackson Hogg making sure the recruitment process 
is sound, so you can continue focusing on other areas of 
your business’ growth?

SW: If you know you get good candidates from a 

recruitment firm, then you continue to use them.

Jackson Hogg has a very good – and growing – life 

science provision, with Kimberley Warren, who leads the 

team, working alongside senior consultants Kristi Porter 

and Georgia Bernard, and consultants Olivia Robinson 

Recruitment_
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Making the right connections for success

Collaboration has long been a cornerstone of business achievement. And its importance 
is perhaps nowhere better evidenced than in the recruitment sector, where strong 
partnerships connect talent to companies’ ambitions. One such example is Jackson Hogg’s 
relationship with LightOx chief executive Dr Sam Whitehouse. Having supported the life 
science company boss with his QuantuMDx Group and High Force Research ventures, the 
Newcastle-based recruitment and outsourced talent services firm is also finding the right 
people to catalyse LightOx’s work on oral cancer treatment. Here, Jackson Hogg founder 
and chief executive Richard Hogg speaks to Dr Whitehouse about their relationship and why 
the latter so values their affiliation.

www.jacksonhogg.com
@JacksonHoggRec

www.lightox.co.uk
@Lightox5
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and Haffiz Iskandar.

The life science sector is fairly unique, and there are a 

lot of nuances when it comes to recruitment.

The needs of a pharmaceutical company are very 

different from a diagnostics firm, which are very 

different again from a business working on medical 

devices. So, when it comes to recruitment, it is most 

definitely a specialist industry.

For example, if I was to say, with my LightOx hat on, 

that I want a regulatory person, I would be talking about 

pharmaceuticals.

However, with High Force Research, I would mean 

chemicals and drug manufacture, and with QuantuMDx 

Group, it would be different again.

You therefore need a specialist and knowledgeable 

recruitment partner to ensure the right individuals are 

put in front of the right companies – and that’s what 

Jackson Hogg does.

It has a very strong life science team and backs it up 

with people who know all about marketing, others that 

know all about HR, and others that are very strong on 

finance.

The partnership I’ve had with Jackson Hogg has 

worked very well over a number of years, and I’m sure 

it will continue as we seek to adds to LightOx’s growth 

profile.

RH: You mention our first-hand experience of the life 
science industry’s continued growth, especially in the 
North-East. With that in mind, you recently moved to 
The Biosphere, at Newcastle Helix. How will that help 
your future work?  

SW: We moved into The Biosphere on September 1, 

with financial support from Northstar Ventures helping 

us do so. It represents a good fit; we have technologies 

that complement other companies in The Biosphere 

that have drug development capabilities and work on 

fluorescent imaging probes and antibody coupling, for 

example.

There are a lot of epithelial-based (skin) technology 

operators there as well, and a number of companies 

that I’ve dealt with in the past, such as identity testing 

specialist NorthGene, which I used to run as part of 

QuantuMDx Group.

There has always been a cluster doing this kind of 

work in the North East – we’ve long had technologies 

and companies spinning out of universities – and The 

Biosphere is now a recognisable hub for that work.

RH: How do you see the landscape moving forwards in 
the region’s life science sector?

SW: The strength of research in the North East has 

been good for a long while, but what we are getting 

better at is translating that towards clinical trials. 

We are giving people the opportunities to develop 

their companies and management skills, while bringing 

new technologies forward.

We’ve also got two of the best hospitals in the country 

in Newcastle, and the region has a strong clinical ethos 

too; people are willing to test your devices. 

Furthermore, because it is a small community, people 

will refer you to the right clinician or the right group that 

has done similar trials in the past. 

All these things work to give us a real advantage.
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A new style of 
working

Words by Steven Hugill                                                           Photography by Christopher Owens

@NigelCabourn

@Common_Ilke

www.cabourn.com

www.commonilke.co.uk

Internationally renowned clothing designer Nigel Cabourn is used to travelling 
the globe in search of inspiration for his unique collections. But when the 
COVID-19 pandemic struck, his world was literally turned upside down. With 
his accustomed ability to source vintage garments and fabrics from all corners 
of the earth impeded, he instead turned to David Uddgren-Young and the 
riches of his COMMON ILKE VINTAGE store to maintain momentum across 
future ranges. Here, Steven Hugill learns how, while preserving the crucial 
fabric of human connection during detached times, their work is tacking out a 

framework for long-term success.

Feature_Nigel Cabourn and David Uddgren-Young
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4Nigel Cabourn rises from a leather chair, 

spins on his heels and walks with purpose to a 

cabinet at the far end of his office.

Opening one of its doors, he finds what he’s 

looking for with ease.

“There they are,” he says, his voice full of 

pride as he unfurls a glossy print of footballers 

Jimmy Greaves and Lev Yashin.

The image, now flat on Nigel’s desk, 

captures Greaves, eyes fixed and thigh 

muscles bulging, looming over Yashin as the 

Soviet Union goalkeeper smothers the ball 

with his gloved hands.

“This is one of my favourite pictures,” says 

Nigel of the shot, which carries Greaves’ 

signature and was taken during a match at 

Wembley in 1963 between England and a Rest 

of the World XI.

“He was a big giant was Lev,” continues 

Nigel; “I’ve loved the guy for 60 years.

“He looked so dramatic because he always 

wore black – Lev was different, and it was 

because of him that I wanted a ‘keeper’s top 

when I was a kid.

“I love icons like Jimmy and Lev, Mike 

Hawthorn (Britain’s first world driving 

champion) and the explorers Sir Edmund 

Hillary and Captain Robert Falcon Scott.”

His adoration is obvious, but it extends 

well beyond simple fandom; for Nigel, they 

are not men of black and white yesteryear 

but heroes of the present day, their feats 

and accomplishments, their daring exploits 

and free spirit informing his thinking and 

catalysing his creativity. 

His surroundings tell as much.

To his right, an unzipped coat hangs off the 

shelf of a heavily populated bookcase.

Known as the Everest parka, it is one of 

Nigel’s most recognisable pieces, and exudes 

vintage sport and adventure.

Inspired by a down jacket worn by Sir 

Edmund during his 1953 expedition to the 

world’s highest mountain, this version of the 

revered garment keeps up the exploration 

theme, having been used by TV presenter 

Ben Fogle on his own small screen Everest 

challenge.

On shelves nearby, thick, hardback tomes 

celebrate the life of Scott, prompting Nigel, 

when his eyes catch their titles, to recall out 

loud the Antarctic adventurer’s stimulation of 

a previous collection.

Now looking over his shoulder, Nigel – 

whose interest in vintage was sparked when a 

young Paul Smith showed him a British Royal 

Air Force jacket, bought from a Paris flea 

market in the late 1970s – nods to a poster of 

maverick driver Hawthorn, whose flair and 

style helped motivate the look of a recent 

summer range.

And then, with a smile, he returns to Lev, 

revealing he’s working with an unnamed 

football club on an exciting new range, 

which will join a partnership with English 

sports brand Umbro on a line of classic 

sports tops and pants, and another with 

skateboard label Vans on a unique range 

of trainers and clothing in the Cabourn 

portfolio.

With decades in the design industry, 

such partnerships are now de rigueur 

for the keen tennis player, whose back 

catalogue also includes a collaboration 

with British marque Fred Perry.

So too are regular trips abroad, a well-

thumbed passport evidence of time spent 

in Asia and Europe sourcing vintage items 

and fabrics for inspiration across future 

works.

Or at least they were until coronavirus 

struck.

When the UK entered its first lockdown 

in March last year, Nigel – who studied 

fashion at college in Newcastle during the 

1960s and founded his first business while 

on his course – was grounded.

His solution was to look – and shop 

– local, specifically in the direction of 

David Uddgren-Young, the man behind 

Tynemouth Station-based curated 

menswear and goods supplier COMMON 

ILKE VINTAGE.

Their alliance was an instant success, 

with David sourcing garments, such 

as 1950s Korean War era clothing and 

vintage varsity jackets, that have helped – 

and continue to shape – the look and feel 

of Nigel’s 2023 spring collection.

Walk the wooden floor of Nigel’s 

North East base and their work together 

becomes even more striking.

In the shadows of First and Second 

World War pilot jackets, which hang 

high on the building’s far wall, rails of 

vintage military clothing stand ready 

for inspection. Where their camouflage 

markings once served as a shielding 

mechanism, today they expose stories of 

conflict, of notable junctures in decades 

past, of lives lived and lost across the 

globe. A good number have been sourced 

by David, and the theme continues when 

you enter Nigel’s office.

Referred to by its owner as his “library”, 

@NigelCabourn @common_Ilkewww.cabourn.com www.commonilke.co.uk
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a selection of items, including a World War 

Two US Marine Corp shooter jacket and a 

1960s British Army raincoat – both found 

and supplied by Dave – and a Second 

World War paratrooper smock loaned from 

a global contact, lie bookmarked as future 

stimuli.

“I normally travel six months of the 

year and get to Japan four times a year,” 

says Nigel, who initially visited David’s 

shop with his France-based womenswear 

designer Emilie Casiez.

“But in the last year-and-a-half, I’ve 

only managed to get to Italy, Portugal and 

France.

“It’s all been so different – usually, I’m 

buying vintage clothing in all the places I 

go,” continues Nigel, whose expeditions 

are reflected in colourful beads that hang 

from his neck and circle his wrists.

“I do all of the trade shows and go to 

Florence, Prato, Paris and Milan.

“On my last trip, I went to a menswear 

trade show in Florence and bought vintage 

and then went to Prato to buy fabric from 

one of Italy’s best designers, who took me 

to a couple of very rare collectors with 

warehouses full of vintage.

“But I’ve been restricted since March 

2020 and that is why Dave has been such a 

lifesaver,” says Nigel, who is now wearing 

the aforementioned rain jacket inside out 

to show off its stitching and detail.

“I told him I was working on the Korean 

War, and he has gone out and found 

me pieces. He’s got me some great US 

stuff and actual things from the Korean 

conflict,” adds Nigel, who has a number 

of stores in Japan and sees his collections 

stocked by retailers across Europe and 

Asia.

For David, who originally set up a 

clothing store and website in Greater 

Manchester following a 20-year career in 

menswear, working with Nigel represents a 

“massive” moment. 

His own vintage journey began when 

living in Camden, London. With the 

borough’s markets on his doorstep, David 

picked up the same affection for vintage 

and clothing with age and added meaning 

as Nigel, and taught himself about their 

relative histories, particularly military 

outfits. 

@NigelCabourn @common_Ilkewww.cabourn.com www.commonilke.co.uk
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“When we relocated to Tynemouth and opened the store in 

October 2019, Nige came along to the launch day, and I was 

absolutely buzzing that he did so,” says David.

“We’d met previously at trade shows, he’s a hero of mine in 

the industry, and is without doubt an icon of the industry, so to 

be working with him is quality. 

“Nige arranged a private appointment with Emilie in the store, 

and I pulled out all the kit I thought they would be interested 

in,” continues David, whose shop includes items from Cabourn 

collaborations with Henri Lloyd and skateboarding name 

Element.

“They had the place to themselves and picked out a lot of 

garments for inspiration. 

“Some of what they were looking for I already had, such 

as Korean War era garments and British military, and I later 

sourced specific items like a deadstock World War Two US 

Marine Corp duck camo poncho.

“I’ve always sourced vintage military, hunting and workwear, 

but Nige coming into the store upped the ante because he 

wanted a lot of rare and wonderful things,” adds David, 

whose rails also include brands like Filson, Red Wing and Yogi 

Footwear, alongside the vintage kit.

 Indeed, such has been the impact of their work together that 

Nigel is now working in collaboration with Yogi after seeing 

its new collection in David’s store, which has resulted in them 

working together on a range for spring/summer 2022.

“I feel like what we’ve done over the last 18 months has 

really put the building blocks in place to continue growing 

our relationship for years to come, both professionally and 

personally,” adds David.

Nigel, now changed into the paratrooper smock and posing 

for an Instagram-bound picture, is equally ebullient.

“Every time I go and see him, Dave gets me great pieces,” he 

says.

“He’s catered a lot for me; he’s got a top operation.

“I get an incredible service from him.”
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NOW THAT EVERYONE IS STARTING TO GET BACK 
together again, now is the time to start looking ahead 

and booking your business functions – after all, they 

are arguably more important than ever this year. 

Having earned a reputation for excellent service and 

outstanding scenery, and with more than 100 years of 

history, Spanish City is one of the North East’s most 

iconic and loved venues. 

The instantly recognisable building creates the 

perfect backdrop for every special occasion, including 

corporate events and functions. 

 Whether it be a small boardroom meeting or the 

exclusive hire of the entire building, Spanish City can 

cater for all your specific needs. 

With several day delegate packages to choose 

from – each offering something unique, including 

breakfast meetings, working lunches and large-scale 

events, alongside much more – you’re guaranteed to 

find something that suits your individual desires and 

budget. 

 From a catwalk under the iconic dome, to awards 

ceremonies and wedding fairs in the remarkable 

St Mary’s Lighthouse Suite, where you can enjoy 

floor-to-ceiling panoramic views of the Whitley Bay 

coast, Spanish City has hosted countless events to 

remember. 

With opulent and creative meals catered for up 

to 200 people, various menus available on-site, or a 

bespoke offering to your personal taste, outstanding 

service and the use of some of the best ingredients on 

the market, both you and your colleagues are sure to 

have a day or evening full of sophistication and luxury. 

When it comes to team building, meetings and 

brainstorming sessions, Spanish City is the perfect 

place to find inspiration and clarity of thought. 

With outstanding views of the golden sands of the 

Northumbrian coast, it’s easy to see why its facilities 

are often fully booked, year on year. 

As well as the breath-taking scenery, Spanish City 

is also well equipped with everything you could need 

for a seamless event, including screens, projectors, 

audio-visual systems and various stationery items, 

leaving you with the simple matter of taking care of 

business. 

Host small, intimate meetings with your team and 

regroup throughout the year with confidence, thanks 

to Spanish City’s extensive COVID-19 precautions, 

which include plenty of room to spread out, the 

thorough sanitisation of all stations and a dedicated 

team cleaning throughout the day, focusing on high-

traffic areas and touchpoints. 

Events_
Advertising feature_Spanish City

Sophisticated and unforgettable 
corporate events at Spanish City

Much has changed in the last year-and-a-half, but there is finally light at the end of the 
tunnel. With businesses now able to come together and hold their corporate awards 
evenings, parties and meetings face-to-face once more, many are turning to the 
renowned Spanish City. Here, operations director Rob Smith explains more.

www.spanishcity.co.uk
@MySpanishCity

Spanish City
-
For further 
enquiries, or to 
make a booking, 
call the Spanish 
City team on 
0191 691 7090 
during office 
hours of 10am 
until 4.30pm. 
Alternatively, 
email events@
spanishcity.co.uk
 
To keep up to 
date with all of 
Spanish City’s 
events and 
functions, visit 
www.spanishcity.
co.uk or follow 
@myspanishcity 
on Instagram, 
Twitter, LinkedIn 
and Facebook. 
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Travel from both near and far with ease, and without 

any constraints, as nearby accommodation is readily 

available – there is also car parking both on-site and 

nearby.

As the mood shifts from summer to winter, and 

with Christmas just around the corner, where better 

for your company to celebrate the festive period than 

Spanish City?

Throughout Christmas and New Year, the 

iconic building comes alive with festive magic 

and is transformed with enchanting and twinkling 

decorations and festive cheer, creating a mesmerising 

ambience full of joy and warmth. 

After an unprecedented year-and-a-half, Spanish 

City has created an unparalleled Christmas events 

calendar that is certain to bring together all your 

colleagues. 

 It’s unmissable line-up includes festive dining at 

the award-winning Trenchers restaurant and bespoke 

Christmas party nights in our St Mary’s Lighthouse 

Suite, where you can enjoy a three-course meal and 

dance until 12.30am with our resident DJ – both of 

which are perfect for festive nights out with your team. 

Bookings for Spanish City’s Christmas events are 

now open. With this festive period set to be Spanish 

City’s biggest yet, be sure to book as soon as possible 

to avoid disappointment. 

 With the countdown to 2022 also on the horizon, 

you can bring in the New Year with sophistication 

and elegance at Spanish City – and each of its venues 

offers unique, affluent and mesmerising ways to 

celebrate.

With an extensive selection of New Year’s events, 

including live music on a grand piano while dining at 

Trenchers, a Gala Dinner in both 1910 restaurant and 

The Champagne Bar, and various private dining and 

event options, you are sure to find the perfect way to 

see in the New Year. 

Spanish City also hosts a renowned Black and 

White New Year’s Eve Ball in the impeccable St Mary’s 

Lighthouse Suite. 

Here, guests can dress in their finest black and 

white attire, while enjoying a sumptuous dinner, 

dancing the night away and creating memories that 

last a lifetime.
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TO HAVE A SENSE OF PERSPECTIVE IS TO 
appreciate the whole picture.

Certainly, if the last 18 months have taught us 

anything, then being able to approach situations with 

reasoned understanding is a hugely valuable trait to 

possess.

By its very name, Perspective Financial Group 

embodies the principle.

Delivering expert, specialist advice nationally, it 

complements clients’ individual financial 

planning and wealth management needs with a 

commitment to ensuring its support fits the ever-

evolving economic landscape.

It is a philosophy that has served clients well for 

more than three decades and will remain

at the heart of the advisory firm as it looks to further 

expand.

Having already made seven acquisitions nationally 

this year, and added several senior staff members to its 

team, the business – which operates in the region as 

Perspective (North East) Ltd at offices in Newcastle and 

Darlington – is on a strong growth trajectory.

“We are increasingly setting the standard for 

excellence in the financial planning and wealth

management sector,” says Charles Penn, group head of 

marketing and business development.

“Long-term organic growth is a true test of an 

exceptional business with a product or

service that delivers consistently to clients, and our 

progress demonstrates this very well.

“We are constantly building on what we are 

achieving and are undertaking a range of very 

interesting initiatives.”

The initiatives to which Charles refers will be 

supported by recently appointed group marketing 

manager Sophie Allmond and group marketing 

assistant Alexandra Beatty.

Both will play a key role in the continued journey to 

bring Perspective’s expertise to a wider audience, while 

Charles devotes more time to strengthening the firm’s 

relationship with legal and accountancy partners.

“Working closely with accountants and solicitors is 

key to providing clients with holistic, joined-up and 

practical advice,” continues Charles, who, in his early 

career was a brand manager with Procter and Gamble 

and latterly, for ten years, head of marketing at law firm 

Sintons.

“Combining our specialised knowledge with that of 

other professionals frequently leads to better solutions 

for clients.

“We’re looking to build on our current partnerships, 

both in the region and nationally, with firms that 

share our client-centric culture and value for money 

approach.

“With our ‘local feel and national strength’ 

proposition, we are very attractive for professional 

services firms that want to offer clients rounded and 

holistic advice.”

“We see ourselves as the third professional alongside 

lawyers and accountants,” adds Charles.

“There is significant opportunity for us to partner 

with these type of firms where we offer levels of 

professionalism the sector hasn’t seen before.”

Finance_
Advertising feature_Perspective Financial Group

Planning for the future

Momentum is crucial in business and 
Perspective Financial Group has plenty of 
it, with new staff complementing seven 
acquisitions in this year alone. But, as 
Charles Penn, group head of marketing and 
business development, tells Steven Hugill, 
plans are in place to further catalyse its 
progress.

www.pfgl.co.uk
@perspectivefgl

Perspective 
Financial 
Group
-
Operating from 
17 offices in the 
UK, Perspective 
Financial 
Group provides 
advice and 
support across 
investment, 
retirement 
planning, 
inheritance 
tax planning, 
personal wealth
and corporate 
planning.
It has made 
seven acquistions 
this year, with 
deals struck for 
independent 
businesses 
in Cheshire, 
Kent, Greater 
Manchester, 
Northampton-
shire, Oxfordshire
and Wiltshire.
Its Darlington 
office joined 
Perspective 
Financial Group 
in early 2021, 
when the 
business took on 
Atkinson White 
Partnership 
following 
its founders’ 
retirement. For 
more information 
about how 
Perspective’s 
services can help 
you, call 0191 217 
3340 or 01325 
289400.

ON AUGUST 1 THIS YEAR, PERMITTED 
development rights came into force allowing buildings in 

certain commercial, business and service uses to change 

to residential without the need for planning permission. 

The new ‘Class MA’ of the General Permitted 

Development Order (GPDO) will replace the current 

office to residential permitted development rights (Class 

O) and follows the revised Use Classes Order that was 

introduced in September 2020. 

The revised order subsumed a number of commercial 

uses into one all-encompassing new category, Class E. 

This includes shops, restaurants, gyms, offices, 

professional services and light industry.

Therefore, the residential conversion of many 

commercial uses found on our high streets could, in 

theory, take place more easily. 

The new rule has proved to be controversial, and 

during the consultation stages many were concerned 

that deemed approval for this change of use would lead 

to poor quality housing and that existing businesses on 

high streets would be pushed out by landlords. 

In the GPDO as enacted, a number of conditions have 

been added, presumably in an attempt to appease these 

concerns and create some checks and balances. 

The permitted development right is subject to a size 

limit of 1,500sq metre of floorspace (can be part of a 

building) and only applies to buildings that have been in 

a Class E use for two years, including time in former uses 

now within that class. 

Furthermore, to try and protect viable businesses, 

the right only applies to buildings that have been 

continuously vacant for at least three months. 

Notably, the right will apply in conservation areas, but 

not to listed buildings and not in other protected areas 

such as national parks, areas of outstanding natural 

beauty and world heritage sites.

Although billed as a fast-track process, as with other 

change of use permitted development rights, it requires 

a prior approval application to be submitted to the local 

planning authority. 

In this sense, permission is still required. 

While the principle of the proposed change of use 

is already established, there are a number of other 

considerations to be taken into account as required by 

the GPDO. 

Matters to be considered include transport impacts, 

flood risk, noise impact from commercial premises and 

the provision of adequate natural light to all habitable 

rooms.

The Government believes the new rules “will help 

support the creation of much-needed homes while 

also giving high streets a new lease of life – removing 

eyesores, transforming unused buildings and making the 

most of brownfield land”. 

The leading member organisations within the 

development industry do not agree, though, with the 

Royal Town Planning Institute, Royal Institute of British 

Architects, Chartered Institute of Building and Royal 

Institution of Chartered Surveyors issuing a joint letter 

to the Prime Minister strongly objecting to the new 

measures. 

With our town centres in decline, however, action is 

clearly needed. 

According to a report from the British Retail 

Consortium and Local Data Company, the vacancy rate 

across UK high streets, retail parks and shopping centres 

rose to 14.5 per cent in the second quarter of 2021. 

The North East is the worst affected region, with 20.6 

per cent of units standing empty.

The Government has certainly pushed through the 

legislation very quickly despite some strong opposition.

Only time will tell whether the rush has left some 

loopholes and if the prior approval conditions introduced 

are enough to prevent any adverse outcomes. 

We see the need for town centres to remain people 

focused and new uses should bring footfall to our high 

streets, ensuring they are vibrant places during the day 

and into the evening. 

More residential property in town centres will bring 

life and activity, which in turn can have a positive impact 

on existing retail and leisure uses, as well as bringing 

new investment. 

The new permitted development rights could provide 

an excellent opportunity for property owners to bring 

vacant town centre buildings back into effective use. 

Built Environment_
Advertising feature_youngsRPS

New commercial to 
residential permitted 
development rights
With the Government having recently 
introduced new permitted development 
rights, Richard Morgan, planning and 
development consultant at youngsRPS, 
looks at what the changes might mean for 
bringing vacant town centre buildings back 
into use. 

www.youngsrps.com
@youngsrps

youngsRPS
-
The youngsRPS 
planning and 
development 
team is working 
on a number of 
change of use 
proposals in town 
centres using the 
provisions of the 
GPDO. 

If you have a 
property you 
think would 
qualify, and 
would like more 
information, call 
Richard on 0191 
261 0300 or email 
richard.morgan@
youngsrps.com
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WE’RE ALL FAMILIAR WITH THE NOTION OF 
finding the ‘right role’.

What, though, when a position finds you?

The latter is a situation James Carss knows only too 

well.

Back in 2016, while living and working in Canada, the 

North East native was headhunted by NRG to manage 

and develop its core employment teams.

In doing so, he became the cornerstone of a key strand 

in the company’s DNA – matching blue-chip clients with 

the very best individuals.

Today, alongside his role as NRG’s recently appointed 

managing director, James heads up the company’s 

Executive Search and Selection team, which supports 

organisations nationally.

Working across the public, private, higher education 

and charitable sectors, the team complements 

comprehensive, research-led methodology with rigorous 

analysis and sound judgement.

Combined with a framework that evaluates board 

dynamics and cultural make-up, the company immerses 

itself in projects and brands – becoming ambassadors for 

the clients it represents – which ensures NRG identifies 

the right executive talent for each business it works with.

“We find the top talent at executive level, as well as for 

non-executive and chair appointments,” says James, “and 

we work across a myriad of sectors too.

“We are dedicated to understanding the motivations, 

culture and values of each business we work with, and 

by doing this we are best placed to identify talent that 

complements teams with the professional capabilities 

and experience required.”

“We spend a great deal of time with our clients to 

get underneath the skin of the business and what they 

are looking for,” continues James, who has spent his 

entire 20-plus year career in executive search-based 

recruitment.

“We then complete a whole of market mapping 

exercise to compile a longlist of candidates that match 

the required criteria, before agreeing with the client who 

to approach about the opportunity.”

NRG aligns with senior business leaders to understand 

the motivations, aspirations, culture and values of their 

business, working together to strengthen the leadership 

team – often as a result of private equity investment, 

significant market movements or business restructuring.

Its assessment processes identify and endorse talent 

against competency, including – but not limited to – 

technical ability, motivation, personality and cultural fit 

characterised by existing senior teams.

Furthermore, its assessment services – which are 

designed and delivered by independent experts and 

provide cost-effective and fair solutions to candidates 

– incorporate internationally recognised personality 

profiling tools, group exercises, numerical reasoning and 

behavioural events, which offer a 360-degree candidate 

evaluation.

And James, who previously managed a leading global 

recruitment consultancy during a 12-year stint in Hong 

Recruitment_
Advertising feature_NRG

How to find executive talent

Great people make great businesses, and one firm ensuring organisations continue 
accessing the very best senior talent is recruitment firm NRG. The long-established 
company operates Executive Search and Selection, which delivers world-class 
appointments at senior leadership and executive level nationwide across the public, private, 
higher education and charitable sectors. Here, Steven Hugill speaks to NRG managing 
director James Carss to find out more. 

www.nrgplc.com
@nrgplc

NRG 
-
With a successful 
track record 
spanning 40 
years, NRG is 
an innovative 
recruitment 
solutions business 
that specialises 
in tech and 
digital, corporate 
services and 
Executive Search 
and Selection. 

It was acquired 
by Galago Group 
in December 
2019. 

James Carss 
became NRG’s 
managing 
director four 
months ago 
following the 
retirement of 
Therese Liddle.

For more 
information, 
contact 
marketing 
manager Julie 
Mordue on 0191 
260 4407 or email 
juliemordue@
nrgplc.com

Kong, says NRG’s Executive Search and Selection offer 

provides clients with significant – and distinctive – 

support and reassurance.

He says: “Most of the people identified won’t be 

looking for a career change, so businesses need a trusted 

partner to position the organisation and the role.”

“There are many firms offering executive search 

support, most of which are based in London, but there 

are very few in the North East that are doing what we do 

or possess the background we have,” continues James, 

who works alongside fellow consultants Scot McHarg 

and Ray Williamson.

“Every member of the Executive Search and Selection 

team has worked in the sphere for more than 15 years, 

and we are all experienced in working out of the region 

and placing multiple board level appointments globally.

“We spend hours with clients before we even 

commence a search; we get close to a chief executive, 

or a board or chair, to understand how an organisation 

works from the inside out.”

A salient example of NRG’s Executive Search and 

Selection provision in action came recently when James 

worked closely with the North East England Chamber 

of Commerce to support the business membership 

organisation’s search for a new chief executive.

“The Chamber needed a partner they could trust with 

local knowledge.

“I spent a long time with outgoing Chamber chief 

executive James Ramsbotham and its chair John 

Marshall to find out what they were really looking for in 

an individual to take the Chamber into an even stronger 

position.

“James has been an amazing chief executive and 

fantastic for the region, which, in many ways, made this 

search more challenging as it was a daunting void to fill.

“We worked in partnership to put in place a rigorous 

recruitment process that was fair and transparent and 

focused on delivering an outstanding candidate.”

However, while adding crucial knowledge and insight 

into NRG’s executive search process, James provides 

another invaluable element to its service – personal 

experience.

And in a sector where a good number of top-level 

moves mean individuals relocating to another part of 

the country, his time in Hong Kong and Canada, as well 

as more than six years working with financial services 

clients in London, is immensely valuable.

“We have done a lot of high-profile relocations of 

candidates to the North East,” says James, who earlier 

this year oversaw NRG’s move from offices in Newcastle’s 

Grey Street to Quorum Park.

“One of the issues people face is the trailing partner, 

and the logistics of them coming to the region and 

finding a job.

“The COVID-19 pandemic has changed that to 

an extent through remote and hybrid working, but 

relocation nevertheless remains tough.

“I’ve seen both sides, from being the person who went 

to Hong Kong by myself in 2004, to the man who moved 

across the Atlantic with his wife and three children all 

aged under five in 2016.

“It provides me with points of reference and allows me 

to speak to people with real empathy.”

And James says he is looking forward to further adding 

his experience to NRG’s operations as the firm presses 

on with growth plans following its acquisition by Galago 

Group in December 2019 and serves an increasingly busy 

jobs market fuelled by post-lockdown demand.

“Galago Group bought us because of our tremendous 

foothold in the North East, our enviable client list and the 

fact we’ve been operating for a long time,” says James.

“They bought us with the view to grow, both inside 

and outside of the region, and, with our new purpose-

built offices, we are looking, over the next two years, to 

double our headcount.

“We are very confident of doing so because of the 

many opportunities out there.

“The market is different and that is why it is so 

important, as a business, to have a trusted adviser like us 

who you can work with to find an excellent candidate.

“Equally, from a candidate’s perspective, you need that 

trusted partner when putting your career in someone 

else’s hands.”

Recruitment_
Advertising feature_NRG

“It was a challenging appointment to find our new 

chief executive, as our expectations were high 

and James Ramsbotham was an exceptional act 

to follow. 

“As key advocates for the quality of services 

available here in the region, we were always 

confident we would get an excellent and 

personalised service. 

“That very much proved to be the case – James 

Carss worked closely with us to understand 

exactly what we needed and how we wished to 

approach all aspects of the recruitment. 

“We were delighted with the response and the 

support provided throughout enabled a swift and 

successful process.” 

 John Marshall, Chamber chair
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Middlesbrough 
College
-
Matt is keen 
to meet with 
businesses and 
employers across 
the region to 
understand their 
needs and how 
Middlesbrough 
College Group 
can offer support. 

For an informal 
chat, contact him 
on 01642 333902 
or email mj.
telling@mbro.
ac.uk

MATT TELLING IS THE NEW GROUP DIRECTOR 
OF business engagement and partnerships, and steps 

into the role at a time when business in the region is 

booming. 

From renewable energy to high-tech mining and 

much more in between, Middlesbrough College Group 

is the skills engine fuelling Tees Valley’s ambitious 

employers, and Matt sees his first task as identifying 

new ways to help employers and students take 

advantage of the opportunities available. 

Although new to the education sector, Matt has 

worked in recruitment for more than 20 years, and 

his roles in operational management and business 

development have seen him work for regional SMEs and 

large multi-nationals. 

He says: “This may be my first foray into the 

education sector but I’m very much up for the challenge. 

“I’ve forged close relationships with some of this 

region’s biggest employers, and I know their strengths 

and opportunities.

“Through my commercial experience, local 

knowledge and network of contacts across a range 

of sectors, I’m well positioned to support not only the 

businesses looking to build or improve their workforces, 

but also the learners that want to build high quality 

careers in the industries driving Tees Valley’s success.”

Originally from Wales, Matt moved to Middlesbrough 

in 2006 and has since built a name for himself in the 

region. Now at Middlesbrough College, he is tasked 

with developing the employer engagement and 

partnerships strategy.

He says: “We already engage with more than two 

thousand employers across the group, which includes 

Northern Skills Group and TTE, and a significant part 

of my role will be to develop these relationships even 

further. 

“I must say that I feel somewhat at an advantage as 

the college is constantly innovating, developing new 

services and building on what we already deliver. 

“This means there’s always more we can be doing to 

help employers in the region. 

“Middlesbrough College Group has a strong 

reputation, and its facilities are second-to-none. 

“The college has already announced £20 million of 

investment into its campus – including a new Digital 

Centre, Construction Centre and expansion of its 

already impressive STEM Centre. 

“That is in addition to its role as the Tees Valley 

delivery partner in the North East Institute of 

Technology (IoT) – one of only a handful of such 

institutes in the country that bring together further 

education providers, universities and employers. 

“Through the IoT, its T Levels offering and more, 

Middlesbrough College Group is providing the skills 

underpinning the region’s success, and I feel privileged 

to be part of it.

“There’s lots happening here – it’s a special place with 

a real feeling of community and ambition.” 

Matt joins a passionate team who already work 

with employers across the region, to help shape the 

curriculum and ensure courses are tailored for the 

needs of businesses, ultimately improving employment 

outcomes and meeting commercial aims. 

He adds: “The college boasts an unrivalled team of 

industry-experienced teachers, first-class facilities and 

courses designed in partnership with employers. 

“We’re also closely aligned to significant 

opportunities in regional developments, including 

the Teesworks and freeport developments in the Tees 

Valley, and in the burgeoning digital sector, for example.

“We’re ambitious and are committed to playing a 

major role in creating even more opportunities.”

Education_
Advertising feature_Middlesbrough College

Driving business growth in the region 
- Matt’s the man for the job

Meet Matt Telling – he’s the new face behind Middlesbrough College Group, which 
comprises a core further education college, the technical skills training provider TTE 
and the apprenticeship training specialist Northern Skills Group. 

www.mbro.ac.uk
@mbrocollege
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Confined to our homes by the global pandemic, the last 18 months have forced 
many of us to reconsider our careers and the work-life balance.

And, after unprecedented times of reflection, with a third of the British 
workforce’s job security impacted by COVID-19, thousands have decided to set 
up a new business venture or side hustle.

The bedroom-based businessmen and women have blossomed during 
lockdowns.

There are still pitfalls ahead, of course. A study by Forbes warns 70 per cent 
of new businesses fail in their first year. 

But, whether it is the desire to be your own boss, a hobby which could bring 
in extra revenue or a long dormant scratch needing to be itched, more and 
more entrepreneurs are doing it for themselves.

Words by Colin Young

From lockdown to 
startup - the rise of 
the entrepreneur

A fresh start
The Entrepreneurs’ Forum predicted 2021 would be the ‘Year 
of the Entrepreneur’. So, were they right? Research certainly 
backs it up. Thousands, who were made redundant, furloughed 
or simply forced to spend more time at home rather than the 
office over the last 18 months, were prepared to take the plunge 
and start their own business. For some it was an opportunity 
to mix business with pleasure and merge a hobby or interest 
with making money. Others felt they had no choice but to look 
for alternative income and employment as coronavirus took 
hold. And, as a new study shows the North East leads the way 
in startups since the first lockdown, Colin Young examines the 
progress of entrepreneurs and meets the startups prepared to 
go it alone and do their own thing.
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4Gary Giles was watching a news story 

on the heartbreaking conditions facing 

Syrian refugees when he came up with 

the idea that would change his life, and 

potentially, hundreds of thousands of 

people across the world.

The product was so innovative and 

inspiring that before it had even been 

officially launched, earlier this year he 

walked away from BBC’s Dragons’ Den with 

£50,000 for ten per cent equity, secured 

between Tej Lalvani and County Durham’s 

Crafter’s Companion founder Sara Davies.

Former accountant Gary, from 

South Shields, and E3 Design, which 

is a Newcastle-based company, have 

developed Ogel, a system that takes waste 

plastic and turns it into building materials.

The Ogel pieces are fitted with 

standard windows, doors and electrics 

and its recycled plastic can be used to 

construct walls, floors and roofs – and be 

transformed into anything from houses 

to exhibition stands, home offices, flood 

defences and garden offices.

The investment from the TV millionaires 

has already triggered the launch of two 

products; Taskpod, a home office designed 

for the new ‘work from home’ employee, 

who hasn’t got the space for a dedicated 

room in the home; and Garden Living, a 

series of flexible garden buildings to help 

maximise outdoor areas with the option 

to change the layout, or dismantle and 

transport if they move.

Despite a challenging year in 2020, Ogel, 

now based at One Trinity Green, was a 

finalist in the European Recycled Plastics 

Awards and the North East disruptor of 

the year category in the Great British 

Entrepreneur of the Year Awards. 

Gary, who appeared in the Dragons’ 

lair alongside Allen Watts, the managing 

director of partner firm Ram Extrusion, 

hopes to raise even more funding through 

a Crowdcube campaign to be launched 

next month, giving people in the North East 

and beyond a chance to be a part of the 

company’s rise.

He says: “I first got the idea years ago, 

watching refugees from Syria trying to 

shelter in tents in Macedonia, in wintry 
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been the most active for startups, with 39 

per cent dreaming of starting their own 

business since the pandemic began.

They include entrepreneurs such 

as Kieron Day, who has a business 

entrepreneurship and corporate 

management degree from Northumbria 

University. 

He was the first student to set up 

his fledgling business as part of his 

studies – leading to the creation of an 

Entrepreneurship Business Management 

degree at the university. 

“A huge privilege,” says Kieron, who 

incorporated his men’s suit accessories 

company into Woven’s, a high-end men’s 

clothing store on Durham’s Elvet Bridge, 

while working the shop floor.

But lockdown and furlough gave the 

former Sunderland AFC academy player 

the time and inclination to re-evaluate his 

career and create his new venture, Match 

Fitted – a football accessories business.

Kieron, who was released at the age of 

15, has continued to play amateur football 

and is testing his new products on team-

mates at Durham Corinthians, who play in 

the seventh tier Wearside League. 

His first innovation is elastic sock ties, 

Sock Stays, to replace one-use insulation

 tape, which is the footballer’s preferred 

choice of tie-up.

He says: “My dad actually came up with 

the idea. When I was at Sunderland, I could 

only find masking tape to hold my socks 

up before one game, and the physio went 

round all the players, stopped at me and 

said, ‘you can’t wear that, you’ll stop your 

circulation.’ 

“So, for the next game, my dad got some 

elastic and I used that instead, and the 

physio checked my tie-ups, I showed him it 

was elastic, and he let me wear it. 

“The FA rules changed, and the tape now 

has to be the same colour as a team’s sock, 

and players can go through mountains of 

single-use tape. 

“But it does mean they can keep 

using the same coloured elastic, which 

is made-to-measure, comfortable and 

environmentally-friendly.”

Time at home allowed him to tweak the 

design, produce a top and bottom section 

and different sizes, and with the seamstress 

at Woven, and the input of team-mates, 

Kieron has just launched the MatchFitted.

com website, and he hopes to attract 

customers by the team load, combining 

expertise and experience with enjoyment.

“Football is something I really do love and 

live and breathe, and I want to be involved 

in that industry for a long time and through 

my career. I love working for Woven, but I 

do see my future working for myself.

“Lockdown felt like life was on pause and 

it was time to press the reset button. 

“I’m 30 soon and I thought, ‘is this what I 

want?’ So, I started to develop ideas and 

think about what I wanted my future to 

look like. I think I’ve found it with 

Match Fitted.

“I have already put a lot of work in, 

and it is hard work; long, long hours over 

weekends and at night. But it is worth it. 

“There’s a quote from Marc Anthony, ‘if 

you do what you love, you’ll never work a 

day in your life,’ and I firmly believe that.”

And the evidence from the Forum backs 

up the stats with new initiatives, ventures 

and therefore members, cropping up all 

over the region.

They include Mark Wong, who identified 

a gap in the market for a non-alcoholic and 

plant powered beer, which can still enhance 

your mood and make you feel relaxed, 

which he launched as ImpossiBrew. He is 

now focusing on scaling his business. 

Brian Palmer and his team at Tharsus 

launched a new product in response to the 

pandemic, and their award-winning BUMP 

technology has helped make workplaces 

safer while maintaining their reputation for 

high-quality, custom robotics. It was used 

at this year’s London Marathon to keep 

competitors socially distanced. And Karen 

Winterhalter and the team at Onyx Health 

have accelerated their growth through an 

international PR partnership with US-based 

agency Jeff Winton Associates, which 

began at the beginning of the pandemic. 

Since the start of the national lockdown, 

Karen has nearly doubled the agency’s 

headcount, and this summer, Onyx Health 

launched their new creative studio, 

following a year of record income growth 

and international client expansion.

4“Going forward, there’s a lot to 

be excited about as the entire region 

becomes a hive for green projects.

“Huge investment is being made 

to strengthen our facilities and 

infrastructure, filling entrepreneurs 

with optimism for the future.”

Outside in
Words by Elaine Stroud

4”Lockdown felt like life was on 

pause and it was time to press the 

reset button.

“I’m 30 soon and I thought, ‘is this 

what I want?’ So, I started to develop 

ideas and think about what I wanted 

my future to look like. I think I’ve 

found it with Match Fitted.”

Outside in
Words by Kieron Day

conditions. I remember thinking: ‘why are 

there no temporary buildings?’

“When we manufacture in plastic, we 

are usually making the most throwaway 

items from the most permanent materials, 

so it’s great to be recycling that waste into 

something with a longer life use, and the 

fact it can be used for humanitarian shelters 

and flood defence makes it a force for good 

as well.

“We’ve been developing our product 

over six years. 

“We literally take waste and turn it into 

buildings – and we got two Dragons to 

come on board, which could give us the 

kickstart we need as we launch across the 

UK.

“A project of this size and scope requires 

a wide collaboration and luckily we’ve 

achieved this with a brilliant group of 

companies, coming together to turn a good 

idea into a fully working, game-changing 

product.

“Since filming, we have launched 

commercially and have sales on the board, 

with homes, offices and garden rooms, and 

we have more plans to come.”

At the start of the year, Entrepreneurs’ 

Forum chairman James Robson 

predicted 2021 would be the ‘Year of the 

Entrepreneur’, saying the challenges of 

the previous year had acted as a stimulus 

to innovation, as businesses repositioned 

themselves to deliver new products and 

develop fresh income streams.

Set up in 2002 by the North East’s 

leading entrepreneurs to provide inspiration 

and support to business owners, the Forum 

now has more than 300 individual member 

companies with a combined turnover of 

more than £2.3 billion per annum and more 

than 23,000 people.

Interim chief executive Elaine Stroud 

says: “We started the year with a sense of 

renewal, declaring 2021 as the ‘Year of the 

Entrepreneur’ based on the optimism of our 

members and partners to emerge from the 

pandemic stronger than ever.  

“The road has been longer and more 

winding than we expected but 

entrepreneurs are inherently positive 

people, and this remains the case as we 

approach the final few months of the year.

“Our members are growing, many 

expanding internationally for the first time, 

and more jobs have been created. 

“Recruiting new skilled workers remains 

one of the most significant challenges, but 

we know of many businesses who have 

been able to employ new staff based out of 

the region, which has allowed them to work 

remotely – something they would’ve never 

considered in the past.

“Going forward, there’s a lot to be 

excited about as the entire region becomes 

a hive for green projects. Huge investment 

is being made to strengthen our facilities 

and infrastructure, filling entrepreneurs 

with optimism for the future. 

“As we approach 2022, we can 

confidently say entrepreneurship is 

booming – in fact, maybe we should have 

named it the ‘Decade of the Entrepreneur?’

Elaine adds: “The Entrepreneurs’ Forum’s 

aim is to continue to bring together like-

minded entrepreneurs to inspire and help 

each other to grow strong and sustainable 

businesses – this is as true today as it was 

when we were founded almost 20 years 

ago. 

“We’re driving forward with renewed 

optimism and excitement for what will 

emerge from the post-pandemic world.”

According to a new study, approximately 

two million people started their own 

business during lockdown and wanting 

to be your own boss (49 per cent), better 

work-life balance (45 per cent) and disliking 

existing jobs (17 per cent) were the main 

motivations, with many admitting lockdown 

had given them a push to go independent.

Virgin StartUp spoke to 1000 adults 

who have started or developed a new 

business during the COVID-19 crisis and 

it seems home is the place that sparks the 

most creativity – with one in five ventures 

launched from the living room and one in 

seven from the bedroom.

As the UK entered lockdown in March 

last year, the number of businesses set up 

almost halved compared with the same 

week in 2019, but confidence started to 

recover by May and the number of new 

businesses launching bounced back 

dramatically from 9989 to 14,525 within 

a week following the announcement 

restrictions would be lifted for the first 

time.

From May 2020 onwards, the average 

number of businesses set up per week was 

30 per cent higher, jumping from 12,446 in 

2019 to 16,157 in 2020. 

In the first quarter of this year, there 

were 15,751 new businesses, an increase of 

19 per cent on the same period last year.

The study also found the North East has 
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Words by Colin Young

Photography by Christopher Owens
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WANDER WOMEN

Chloë Clover made the Forbes 30 Under 30 list earlier this 
year. It was another significant achievement for the co-founder 
and creative director of Wander Films, the Middlesbrough-
based startup that has redefined social media marketing for 
companies across the region, if not the globe. Not bad for a 
‘High School drop-out’ – as Forbes called her – and her partner 
and business partner Lou Tonner, who set up the company 
just three years ago during a round-the-world trip. Here, Colin 
Young speaks to the pair, who are living their dream 
and putting Wander Films firmly on the map.
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4Chloë Clover and Lou Tonner don’t 

really do New Year’s Eve. 

They like to do their own thing; 

shut the world out, and Jools Holland, 

order pizza, close the curtains, dim the 

lights and write a list of their goals and 

ambitions and dreams for the months, if 

not years, ahead.

Three years ago, on the first New 

Year following their return home from a 

breath-taking and at times dangerous trip 

to Australia and Far East Asia, the pair 

penned their first list as the co-founders 

of Wander Films, a company they had set 

up during their travels, producing videos 

and social media content for the many 

tourist businesses and attractions they 

had encountered along the way.

Making the Forbes 30 Under 30 list 

was on that list. 

An ambitious ambition for two 

dreamers. 

Earlier this year, Chloë made the 

Forbes 30 list as ‘the High School 

drop-out’ (Forbes’ words – she left West 

Redcar School aged 15 and returned to 

pass six exams to enter Northern 

School of Art and left there before her 

final exams).

“It’s a bit of a geeky tradition,” explains 

Chloë. 

“We’ve written ‘get an office in the 

Boho Zone’, ‘employ a team with effects 

artists and marketing’ and, yeah, make 

the Forbes 30 Under 30 list.”

As the slightly older member of the 

partnership, Lou just missed out on 

inclusion, but this is really about the 

wonder of Wander, and it is recognition 

for their joint achievements.

“We wrote it down as one of those wild 

goals that you set yourself,” says Lou.

“We really wanted it to happen but 

neither of us really felt like it could 

happen so soon, although it had to 

because we were running out of time 

before we both got to 30.

“It was just surreal when it was 

announced. You set a goal you don’t 

really expect to achieve, but you have to 

set the bar high. 

“I’m incredibly proud of her. It doesn’t 

matter whether it’s Wander, Chloë or 

myself, it’s all the same thing. We’re 

partners. I’m not one for the limelight 

anyway, so I’m pleased she got on the 

list, and not me, to be honest.” 

And yet the euphoria of the 

recognition was hard to process for 

another reason for Chloë, whose 

maternal grandma Maureen Lowery had 

passed away the previous day following a 

short illness.

Chloë was close to Maureen, an 

illustrator who had worked for the 

Evening Gazette in Middlesbrough, and 

whose pet portraits adorn hundreds of 

walls across Redcar. 

“It took a little bit of time to register; I 

just couldn’t process it,” she says. 

“I knew it was huge, but I couldn’t get 

my head around this achievement when 

such a big thing was happening in my 

life. 

“I was really close to my grandma, and 

my mum. She was a real trailblazer who 

cut her hair short before anyone else 

did and she once had green fingernails. 

Sounds weird, but it was unheard of 

then. 

“She told me she once came home in a 

pair of trousers and her grandma nearly 

fell off her chair. 

“My grandad died just after she had 

my mam. She was still pregnant with my 

uncle and she brought them up on her 

own. She always worked and she used to 

do pet portraits for people. I always keep 

expecting to see some of her pictures at 

a car boot sale…

“She was a real home bird. She loved 

Teesside and Redcar.”

The same can be said of her 

granddaughter, although it needed 

a round-the-world trip with Lou to 

confirm that, and put in place the plans 

which would change their lives and 

the face of social media marketing in 

Middlesbrough, and beyond.

Chloë and Lou met in 2014 when she 

auditioned to join a Boro-based band 

with a set full of their own songs that 

took them to the 02 in Islington. 

The band fizzled out after that, but 

their relationship certainly did not. 

And the loss to music has been to their 

“I don’t think it was the 
travelling, it was the finding 

out of who we are and what we 
wanted to do. Now we have 

found it; it is the most 
exciting thing.

“Meeting all these people and 
growing a company is way more 
exciting than surfing in Sydney”

Chloë Clover
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increasingly large client base’s gain, as 

well as many grateful businesses on the 

other side of the world.

In 2017, the pair made the decision to 

buy a one-way ticket to Australia, saving 

from the six full-time and part-time 

jobs between them, and selling their 

entire belongings, including a car, comic 

collections and an original PS1. 

“The break-up of the band was 

probably the making of us,” says Chloë, 

whose primary role before departing 

was as a support worker for people with 

disabilities. 

Lou was in the police – the force, not 

the band. 

“We knew we wanted to do something 

creative and cool, I just didn’t know what 

it was,” says Chloë. 

“I think that’s why we left.”

Their first destination was Melbourne 

and from there, as they worked, walked 

and skateboarded their way up the 

eastern Australian coast, the adventure 

really started.

“When we left, we literally just had our 

clothes in our bag,” she recalls. 

“We decided to start in Melbourne and 

just figure it out.”

The pair decamped in Sydney for a 

while, Chloë working as a barista in a 

coffee shop while Lou, with her degree 

from Teesside University in film and 

television, embarked on a brief career as 

a bicycle mechanic.

Between the latte serving, puncture 

repairs and occasional day on the surf, 

the pair became friendly with the owners 

of a film production company. 

“They were doing some really cool 

pilots and we started helping them out 

on the set and getting really creative,” 

says Chloë. “It was just meant to be.

“We bought a Panasonic G7. Any 

filmmakers will be laughing because it 

was all we could afford.

“It’s a very basic camera but it’s a very 

good one which is mirrorless, so it’s 

much lighter which is why we chose it. It 

was easier to carry everywhere.”

And carry it everywhere is exactly 

what they did. 

After a two-month stint managing 

a bar in Townsville, they embarked 

on a 14-month journey up and out of 

Oz on cheap planes, sleeper trains 

and campervans before heading to 

Cambodia, Vietnam, Thailand and then 

eventually back to Teesside to firmly re-

embed their roots.

Even backed by Lou’s degree, Chloë 

admits they were ‘winging it’ initially, 

learning their new trade as they travelled 

and squatted on trains, picking up clients 

and experiences along the way.

But what is clear is that they had found 

a gap in marketing strategy. 

They understand it better than most, 

which certainly enabled them to educate 

tourist businesses across Asia, which 

had either overlooked the importance of 

promotion using good video content, or 

ignored the concept completely.

“It sounds mad when you start reeling 

it off,” Chloë says of the trip that would 

“We decided to come home because we really wanted to grow 
and do things on a bigger scale, employ people and work with 

huge brands, not just an elephant sanctuary in Vietnam or a 
coffee shop in Cambodia but the real deal, and to change the 

way businesses and brands use stuff online”

Lou Tonner
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be remembered forever in the choice of 

company name, Wander. 

“Just two girls with their backpacks, 

our Penny skateboards, a camera and a 

laptop.

“We made cash as we went along 

and learnt the craft and how to improve 

businesses’ content and we realised there 

was a huge gap where businesses were 

putting out these really boring videos just 

telling people what they wanted to tell 

people, rather than thinking about what’s 

going out there or what’s the mindset of 

the audience on social media.

“We were primarily targeting 

hospitality and tourism companies 

because there was this huge traveller 

trend, which we were part of. 

“The first thing travellers do when they 

get to a place is go online and try to find 

things to do and the best places to meet 

people.

“So how do you stand out? How do you 

engage with those travellers and make 

them choose you over everyone else?  

“We started to create material that 

was engaging, stylish, really cool and 

with a fresh approach and it worked. It 

was exciting. 

“And we made a name for ourselves 

making video content, but we always 

knew we wanted to be a video marketing 

agency. We’d learned so much and we 

loved what we were doing. 

“It was like, ‘we have this really 

amazing idea and we needed to go home 

to make it happen’.

“And working in Teesside, promoting 

Teesside and helping here is so important 

to us.

“There’s a real hub of talent around 

Teesside in tech and so many amazing 

businesses. It’s incredible to see what so 

many people are doing around here and 

being part of it.” 

At first, a room in Chloë’s parents’ 

Redcar home was their office, along 

with a nearby Costa, but backed by 

Launchpad at Teesside University, which 

helped find funding, they quickly found 

their feet.

And, after trademarking the ingenious 

slogan ‘Beat The Scroll,’ set about doing 

just that, and Wander has transformed 

the region’s social media marketing 

output over the last three years. 

Who else would think of making a 

mini-documentary series for financial 

advisers Bespoke? 

Australia may be far behind them 

now but Chloë, and Lou, say they are 

still ‘riding the wave’ after moving into 

Boho 5 in the heart of Middlesbrough’s 

flourishing tech district and capturing 

clients such as Riot Games and Hampton 

By Hilton. 

They’ve expanded staff to 13, including 

effects specialists and animators – just 

as they had once written on a New Year’s 

Eve list.

Chloë says: “We really dug into who 

we are and what we are about, which is 

where ‘Beat The Scroll’ came from. 

“At the time, we were told, ‘does it 

really make sense?’ or ‘will people get it?’

But we knew, ‘yes, this is it’.

 “Things started snowballing really, really 

fast but we worked really, really hard. 

Honest to God, we just met as many 

people as we could, essentially across 

the whole of Teesside. 

“It was never easy. I don’t think 

anything we’ve done has been easy.”

Even COVID-19 couldn’t knock them 

off the wave. By the time the second 

lockdown came, Wander Films was 

ready to provide unique, innovative and 

ground-breaking material for clients left 

behind in the TikToking world of social 

media.  

“We’ve boomed,” says Chloë. 

“We had to work out how to create 

content for our clients without seeing 

them, which is why we invested so much 

in the effects and animation and up-

skilled our whole team in that area.

“We really doubled down so we 

could ramp it up and manage clients’ 

socials and it just grew so quickly. We’ve 

brought more and more people on and 

done all sorts of nuts things. 

“We’re on that wave still. We’re still 

growing and there’s lots of exciting 

things in the pipeline.  

“It’s been effort, seven days a week for 

the past three years and it is hard work, 

but it’s what we wanted. 

“We live and breathe it. We are 

business partners and also partners, so it 

never ends.”

Chloë is on the Forbes list and is the 

face of the company too. 

The reluctant Lou was on a first aid 

course when we meet in the Bedford 

Street coffee shop her partner loves, and 

can rekindle her barista days and nights. 

“Lou is everything,” Chloë says. 

“I would not have done this without 

her. 

“Sometimes people can underestimate 

her because she’s quiet and likes to be 

behind the scenes, but she’s the driving 

force and makes things happen. She 

deserves all the credit.

“She’s incredible. We get asked a 

lot, ‘how do you spend so much time 

together?’ But there is literally no one 

in the world other than Lou that I would 

want to spend all my time with. 

“It sounds like I do but Lou doesn’t like 

the spotlight, but we know that you have 

to be visible, and you have to be seen. 

“Our skills sets complement each 

other. She wants to do the data, finances, 

organise the team and put things in place 

and she’s very technical. I might come 

up with wild things but she’s the one that 

makes it happen.”

As for Lou, we spoke later, and she 

confirmed her preference to let Chloë do 

the talking. 

“I definitely like to keep behind the 

scenes; I leave it to Chloë. She’s much 

better at speaking to people.”

But the mantra from this Wanderer is 

the same and their adventure is far from 

over.

She adds: “Audiences want to feel 

value. We wanted to change it and shake 

it up.

“We have a long way to go to be where 

we want to be, but it’s happened a lot 

faster than we could ever have dreamed. 

We’re beyond our five-year plan and 

we’re only three-years-old. 

“We’re really stoked, really proud 

of the team and proud of what we’ve 

achieved so far, but we’re not saying 

we’re there. 

“There’s always something further to 

achieve and other things to tick off our 

list. 

“We have so many plans we are 

putting in place and speaking to people 

about how we get there. 

“We pinch ourselves every day 

because we get to do what we love and 

not everybody can say they genuinely 

love what they do every day.

“It’s the reason we set up Wander in 

the first place. 

“One, we wanted to do something we 

love, two, we wanted to do it together 

and three, we’re a little bit crazy.”
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CONSISTENTLY RECOGNISED AS ONE OF THE 

best places to work, Muckle LLP’s established flexible 

working model and world-class approach to people 

development means it continues to attract the brightest 

and best from the UK.

Claire Renney, from Newcastle, specialises in 

education and safeguarding and joins the employment 

team.

Siobhain Corr, from Northern Ireland, takes up a 

seat in the corporate team, and will advise on various 

transactions in the busy North East deals market.

Sarah Farish, from South Tyneside, is now part of the 

banking and restructuring team, supporting lenders 

and borrowers in the banking sector and advising and 

supporting insolvency practitioners, directors and 

individuals in a wide range of insolvency matters. 

Joanna Garvey-Smith, from Eaglescliffe, near 

Stockton, is currently completing her law degree at 

Teesside University and joins the corporate services 

team as a paralegal.

Joanna says: “Muckle has a reputation as being 

different; I know people who work here, and they say it’s 

the best place they’ve ever worked at – and that’s been 

my experience so far. 

“The staff retention speaks for itself. 

“Most people seem to have been here for between 

ten and 20 years, so Muckle must be doing something 

right!”

Siobhain adds: “I wanted to come and work at Muckle 

as I’d heard so many good things about the culture, 

as well as the opportunity to work with some exciting 

clients and a fantastic team.”

Jason Wainwright, managing partner, says: “We’re 

proud that we’re consistently recognised as one of the 

best places to work and the fact that we continue to 

attract new talent to the business is testament to that.

“We’ve had agile working in place for more than 

three years and our team has a better work-life balance 

because of it. 

“They’re able to get on and do their best work, which 

in turn has had a positive impact on our clients.

“We’re delighted to have Claire, Siobhain, Joanna and 

Sarah on board. They’ve already hit the ground running 

and I’m excited to see what they do in the future.

“But the Muckle growth journey doesn’t stop there.

“With seven new roles across commercial, 

construction and real estate teams currently available, 

we are excited about where this next year will take us.”

www.muckle-llp.com
@MuckleLLP

Muckle LLP
-
If you are 
interested in 
joining Muckle’s 
award-winning 
team, you can 
view its vacancies 
and apply at 
www.muckle-llp.
com/careers/
vacancies/

Pictured, from left to right, are Claire Renney, Sarah Farish, Joanna Garvey-Smith, and Siobhain Corr

Photo: 
Mike Smith 
Photography
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Muckle LLP continues to 
attract talent with four 
new appointments
As businesses recover from a disruptive 
period of uncertainty and change, leading 
independent law firm Muckle LLP continues 
to drive forward its growth plans by adding 
three lawyers and a paralegal to its team.
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TELL US A LITTLE ABOUT YOUR BACKGROUND?
I’ve worked in the areas of mental health and 

addiction for more than 20 years and I’m a qualified 

psychotherapist.

During my career, I’ve worked extensively within the 

NHS in London, Kent and the North East, occupying a 

diverse array of roles, ranging from specialist substance 

misuse through to public health commissioning. 

I’ve chaired the Darlington Safeguarding Board and 

been highly involved in County Durham and Darlington’s 

CDLIN – set up to further ensure patients’ safety in the 

wake of the Shipman Inquiry – and was chair of the 

substance misuse planning group in Darlington between 

2008 and 2016.

Alongside Dr Martin Weatherhead in 2004, I helped 

set up the groundbreaking Washington project and 

Counted4, which was the forerunner to Recovery4life. 

I returned three years ago as clinical director full-time 

and specialise in supporting employers manage complex 

dual-diagnosis cases as they emerge in the workplace 

while managing a multi-disciplinary clinical team. 

What attracted you to your current role with 
Recovery4Life?

I believed in what Recovery4Life was doing. More 

importantly, I believed in the way the business operated. 

As a recovery-orientated organisation, we saw there 

was a significant gap in provision for employers being 

faced with complex issues that sat beyond the scope of 

traditional occupational health services. 

With statutory services stretched to capacity, even 

before the pandemic, the need for fast, effective 

solutions, which can understand the needs of an 

employer and provide high-quality support to an 

employee, has never been greater.

Our approach is unique, our model works, and we get 

amazing feedback.

It is also incredibly gratifying to see people return to 

the workplace in a much better position.

The companies we work with see that too. They see 

their people are happier and more focused on what they 

are doing.  

Why are employers contacting you and where do you 
find the right people to work with these often complex 
issues? 

We’ve seen a significant increase in demand for 

health and wellbeing services – including our proactive 

employee assistance services, which cover complex 

and existing cases and direct treatment programmes – 

from complex mental health issues, PTSD, depression 

and anxiety, to drug and alcohol detoxes and relapse 

prevention.  

We’ve also seen increased demand for more traditional 

occupational health services, such as health surveillance 

and management referrals, but with a much greater 

focus on mental health and emerging long COVID-19 

conditions.  

We have adapted the treatment models we’ve used for 

conditions such as post-viral fatigue to respond to the 

physical and mental challenges long COVID-19 brings. 

With that in mind, what do employers need to do 
to help people feel safe as they return to the office 
environment?

Plan properly. 

Many workplaces are already up and running but a lot 

of people will be returning after long absences, and many 

Health_
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Occupational health in a post-pandemic world: 
What employers need to know

As society tries to work out how to live with the ongoing pandemic and what the ‘new 
normal’ will look like, employers are preparing to welcome workers back to the office and 
get back to business. But the situation is far from simple, with many people, having spent 
18 months at home, reticent about a return. Here, Tony Pendlebury, Recovery4Life’s clinical 
director and a leading psychotherapist, tells Steven Hugill what organisations can do to 
support workers’ mental health and wellbeing as offices reopen.

www.recovery4life.co.uk
@Recovery4LifeNE

may not be so comfortable about doing so.

The Government’s change in messaging – shifting the 

responsibility of physical/environment controls, such as 

wearing facemasks, has created confusion and tension. 

Some people may genuinely struggle to feel safe at 

work, with others arguing against the need to maintain 

the controls that have been in place for so long. 

Our advice is always to keep these controls in place 

and see them as a means of supporting psychological 

security in the workplace. 

Testing has a key role to play, we started offering 

COVID-19 testing at the end of February 2020, before the 

first lockdown, to provide psychological security in the 

workplace. 

We offer a full range of testing options – from PCR 

testing for travel, day two, day eight etc, at our Teesside 

International Airport hub and Gateshead office, to lateral 

flow testing solutions for the workplace (antigen and 

antibody) with full infection control training and online 

reporting systems. 

With the Government stopping the distribution of free 

tests for business, the increase in the new variants and 

the predicted fourth wave this winter, every business 

should look at their testing strategy.  

As you say, such moves will help ease some worries 
about a workplace return. However, recent data points 
to a rise in drug and alcohol dependency, as well as 
anxiety disorders, owing to the pandemic. Based upon 
those findings, what must employers do to mitigate risks 
and ensure employee wellbeing?

Firstly, it is important to remember the region was 

facing difficulties like this before the pandemic – put 

simply, it was already in an invidious position.

The North East topped the league for alcohol-

related deaths and hospital admissions, and for drug-

related deaths and prescribed pain management and 

antidepressant drug admissions too. 

Recent figures show these issues have been amplified 

with significant increases in both drug and alcohol-

related deaths.

Lockdown has created an increase in common mental 

health disorders, and sadly some people have attempted 

to manage their discomfort and unease through over-

eating, excessive drinking or use of over-the-counter 

medications. 

People have felt isolated for a long time and the 

psychological impact of COVID-19 will undoubtedly 

create problems for people returning to the workplace.

Many will have lost partners, relatives, friends or 

colleagues, and some will have had the virus themselves 

and may be experiencing long-term physical and 

psychological issues.

So, there are several factors’ organisations need to 

consider.

It is essential that drug and alcohol misuse, as well as 

common mental health disorders and associated support, 

are included in your occupational health programmes.

Medication checks and occupational health referrals, 

screening and monitoring should also be fundamental 

to companies’ approach, as should employee assistance 

programmes (EAPs).

EAPs can also be highly effective, but these services 

must be proactive and targeted as people are less 

likely to ask for help when they are feeling at their most 

vulnerable. 

Many EAP helplines won’t deal with pre-existing 

conditions or complex needs, so get in touch if you need 

any advice on managing these issues.

Support to mental health first aiders and mental health 

champions is often overlooked and they can become 

overloaded with the issues that are emerging.  

These can be great resources but quite often receive 

little support or supervision themselves.

Health_
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Recovery4Life
-
If you are an 
individual or 
business that 
would like to find 
out more about 
Recovery4Life’s 
mental health 
and wellbeing 
support services, 
or wish to learn 
more about its 
occupational 
health, addiction 
and COVID-19 
programmes, call 
03333 448 288 
or e-mail tony.
pendlebury@
recovery4life.
co.uk
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LET’S TALK ABOUT START-UPS
Every entrepreneurial journey starts with an idea. But 

beyond choosing logos and websites, there are key 

decisions to make around company structure. 

The structure you choose will have huge tax 

implications in your first few years’ trading, your degree 

of personal liability, and your ability to raise finance.

Businesses often begin when someone aims to fill a 

gap in the market with an innovative solution or product 

– this innovation could make you eligible for research 

and development tax relief.  With the average SME claim 

worth more than £50,000, it could have a huge impact 

on your cashflow. If you’re inventing, you should consider 

Patent Box as a means of reducing corporation tax. 

Seeking advance assurance for Seed Enterprise 

Investment or Enterprise Investment status should also 

be considered to attract private investors.

As you grow, having the right team by your side is 

crucial and ensuring employees are rewarded is key to 

retention. Enterprise Management Incentive options are 

a valuable tool that help businesses attract and sustain 

successful teams in a tax effective way. 

Another route is through a Joint Share Ownership 

Plan, which will incentivise key employees by allowing 

them to benefit from growth in share value.

SO, YOU’RE ESTABLISHED. BUT WHAT’S NEXT?
Now you’re a few years in, and you’ve started to 

establish yourself as a business, continuity and securing a 

stable financial future is likely to be a high priority.

Employee Ownership Trusts allow a founder to transfer 

ownership to employees with significant tax savings. 

As well as helping protect employees, they can prove 

useful for owners who don’t want all their fortunes tied 

up in the success or failure of a business.

At this stage, company reorganisations are often a 

worthwhile consideration to put your business on a path 

towards long-term sustainability. 

As your business continues to mature, capital 

expenditure will likely be on the cards. Capital 

allowances should be factored into your plans given 

the significant post-tax yield they provide on business 

investments – especially with the new super-deduction. 

Once cashflow is steady, there are various benefits 

in kind that may be worth taking advantage of for tax 

efficiencies, such as health cover, company cars and 

pension payments. You may find that your business 

profits go much further. 

SUCCESSION AND EXITING YOUR BUSINESS 
You’ve put your blood, sweat and tears into growing a 

business and you’re now winding down and rewarding 

yourself with more flexibility and freedom.

Family Investment Companies can provide significant 

tax advantages and family wealth protection. When 

thinking about your exit, inheritance tax (IHT) planning is 

also an important consideration. 

If you are planning to sell your business and pass on 

the cash, your inheritors could face a 40 per cent tax 

bill. However, with early advice, you can reduce IHT in a 

number of ways. 

Likewise, if you sell your business for a profit, you may 

need to pay capital gains tax. However, this could be 

reduced by claiming Business Asset Disposal Relief. 

If you are retiring following a sale, then your pension 

will likely be front of mind. Pension payments can be 

made from a business, and this is also something you 

should consider throughout your business lifecycle. 

If you are looking to retire abroad, you should carefully 

consider your tax situation and seek advice for your 

future residency. 

With the right professional advisor by your side, you 

can make informed decisions that will stand you in better 

stead in the long run.

Finance_
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Maximising tax planning opportunities 
throughout your business lifecycle 
As a business owner, a lot of thought goes into business planning, but there’s often a lot less 
focus on tax planning. Here, Bradley Thomas, tax partner at Haines Watts, explains why 
tax planning should be high on your agenda and how getting your strategy right can reap 
significant rewards.

www.hwca.com
@haineswatts

Haines Watts
-
Bradley provides 
pragmatic advice 
to business 
owners and 
individuals on 
a wide variety 
of complex 
tax issues that 
include structural 
and strategic 
planning, as 
well as tax relief 
and enterprise 
investment 
schemes.

Widely 
recognised as 
an expert in the 
industry, Bradley’s 
opinion is sought 
after by private 
banks, wealth 
management 
companies and 
other professional 
organisations.
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THE OLYMPIC GAMES WERE A GREAT 
demonstration of just how important a vision, clear 

objectives and goals are to the success of a competing 

athlete.

With that in mind, here are Angelina’s top tips for 

building an Olympic-level business.

Strong leaders should be able to communicate the 
business strategy with absolute clarity

I’m often asked, ‘how do I get everyone in my team 

all pulling together and motivated to achieving the 

business’ goals?’ In response, the first questions I ask 

are, ‘how clear are you, as a business leader, on your 

business vision?’ 

‘What outcomes do you want to achieve?’ ‘Does 

every staff member understand this, and do they 

understand the part they play towards achieving it?’

There are several effective tools you can use to help 

communicate an execution plan for your strategy. My 

personal favourite is the one-page action plan, which 

is developed from OKRs (objectives and key results).

Ensure you have the right talent and skills
Often, established businesses fail to recognise 

when fresh talent and skills are needed. 

Firstly, put a required skills matrix together, then 

review the people you have and establish if you have 

what you need within the existing team(s).

If there are skill gaps, consider upskilling through 

training, mentoring and coaching, or seek fresh talent 

and skills into your business. 

If you look at it objectively, it is easier to make those 

decisions – but keep at the forefront of your mind that 

you need to have a good cultural fit.

Understand and engage with your target market
Scaling businesses need to develop a strategic 

approach to accessing new markets. 

Local contacts and networks will get you so far, 

but to scale you need to access larger clients, which 

require a structured approach. 

Consider market research and profiling your 

competition. Profile prospect clients and have a clear 

plan to target and win new business.

Have the right infrastructure to support a highly 
effective team

High performers expect to have all the resources 

they need to do their job to the best of their ability.

The recent pandemic has catapulted the need for 

flexible working arrangements and highlighted the 

need for digital solutions. 

Things to consider are the quality of equipment 

available, systems and processes, tools, internet 

speeds, databases, bespoke systems and the building/

environments they are to work in.

Know your numbers and access finance at the 
right time

High performers can get wobbly when they 

sense financial pressures and unfortunately this can 

sometimes result in them jumping ship. 

If you don’t know your numbers, you don’t know 

your business. Your employees will expect you to have 

a good solid plan and contingencies in place for an 

unexpected crisis. The pandemic is a good example.

Therefore, good financial forecasting and 

management are paramount. 

You can access finance in several different ways, 

and it is always easier to do so when it is planned for, 

rather than in a crisis moment.

The RTC North team is highly experienced – 

many have run their own business – and can share 

knowledge and insight across a broad range of 

sectors. While they can individually help to support 

growing and scaling businesses, like any team 

member, they all have different personalities and 

different styles of working. Together, they form an 

Olympic-level team of business support.

www.scaleupnortheast.co.uk

Scaleup North 
East
-
RTC North 
is delivering 
Scaleup 
North East in 
conjunction with 
the North East 
Local Enterprise 
Partnership. The 
programme is 
part-funded by 
the European 
Regional 
Development 
Fund and is aimed 
at supporting 
North East 
businesses that 
can demonstrate 
both the hunger 
and the potential 
to achieve high 
levels of growth. 
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Creating an 
Olympic-level 
business
Angelina Bell is an executive business coach 
and dedicated Scaleup North East partner. 
Here, she shares five top tips that will allow 
you to have an Olympic-level business where 
you as a leader – and your team members 
– are highly effective and successful 
performers. 

POLY NETWORK. MCDONALD’S. THE COLONIAL 
Pipeline. Redcar & Cleveland Borough Council.

Each one different yet the same; during the last 18 

months, they have all fallen victim to cybercriminals.

And what their respective plights show – Poly Network 

lost £430 million, McDonald’s had South Asian customer 

details hacked, the US Colonial Pipeline was temporarily 

halted, and the council hit by an estimated £10 million bill 

following a systems attack – is that cybercriminals can 

target anyone, regardless of size or geography.

Don’t be fooled into thinking cybercrime is the curse of 

large corporations.

Furthermore, as the trend for home working weakens 

security, it is estimated that the existing £27 billion-plus 

cost of cybercrime on the UK economy is only going to 

increase.

Comprehensive data protection, therefore, has never 

been more important.

And in such an environment, where operations 

cover not just internet and email use but data-driven 

production and employee systems, organisations need 

trusted, industry-recognised advice and support.

One company providing that is Team Valley-based 

Chartered independent insurance broker Todd & Cue.

It works with a range of clients to secure them high 

quality, affordable cyber liability insurance that provides 

expert, 24/7 IT and legal support across a raft of 

specialist and dedicated policies.

“The reality is that every business has some form of 

data, be it employee, customer or supplier details,” says 

director Julie Rea.

“Data is typically an organisation’s most valuable asset, 

but it is possibly the most exposed risk too – and this is 

where the insurance market comes in.

“We can sometimes think of insurers as simply 

providing a piece of paper that will pay out in the event of 

a loss once the dust has settled, but good quality cyber 

policies go a lot further than that.”

Taking time to fully understand clients’ requirements, 

Julie adds Todd & Cue collaborates with industry-leading 

insurers to guarantee each customer receives the cover 

that best suits their needs. 

“We work closely with insurer partners that have a 

proven, strong record in this area,” says Julie.

 “Typically, they include a 24-hour, 365-day helpline 

number that puts those insured in direct contact with 

forensic IT and legal specialists who deal with these 

events daily. 

“When involved at the very early stages of its 

discovery, it gives a business the best chance of 

containing the event and reducing its impact in terms 

of costs through lost revenue and arguably more 

importantly damage to reputation.”

Julie adds: “They also manage the reporting, 

administration and legal costs involved with obligations 

under General Data Protection Regulation, including data 

subject management, which can include credit and ID 

monitoring. 

“How you respond to an incident can make the 

difference to any potential fines or recommendations 

issued by the Information Commissioner’s Office.”

“Ultimately, we put clients in a position where they can 

make informed decisions about their cyber exposure and 

find the very best solutions.”

Insurance_
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Providing protection in 
the cyber world
With cyber attacks becoming increasingly 
prevalent, businesses must ensure robust 
systems are in place to protect their data. 
Here, Julie Rea, a director at Chartered 
independent insurance broker Todd & Cue, 
tells Steven Hugill about how it is helping 
firms safeguard vital information.

www.toddcue.co.uk
@ToddCue

Todd & Cue
-
For more 
information about 
how Todd & Cue’s 
cyber liability 
insurance support 
can help your 
business, call 
0191 482 0050 
or email info@
toddcue.com
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CONTENTS DESIGN HAS BEEN NAMED AS A 
finalist in the SBID International Design Awards 2021.

The company, based in Newcastle, is shortlisted in the 

public space design category for its work on Durham 

University’s Mathematical Sciences and Computer 

Science Building.

The state-of-the-art facility includes a lecture theatre, 

seminar rooms, an enterprise hub, café, event space, 

specialist labs, PHD offices, professors offices, computer 

rooms and an internal street with breakout and social 

spaces.

The building has been designed to promote 

collaboration across the subjects while creating 

dedicated space for individual research and 

contemplation.

The seamless interface of new technologies with 

flexible interior spaces provide innovative teaching and 

learning spaces.

Providing a new chapter in the way the university 

departments work together,  the building allows anyone, 

regardless of ability, great access to one of the most 

innovative facilities for mathematical sciences and 

computer science.

Considered one of the most prestigious accolades 

in the interior design industry, success in the GOLD-

standard awards programme demonstrates the highest 

level of design excellence across the commercial and 

residential sectors. 

From the design scheme, materials used and products 

specified through to the final fit-out installation, the 

SBID International Design Awards champion standards 

across the supply chain in the design, procurement and 

execution of outstanding interiors. 

Each finalist has been evaluated by industry-leading 

experts for functionality, technical merit, creative 

delivery and ability to inspire; highlighting the value 

expert interior design and specialist craftmanship can 

bring to businesses, homes and society as a whole. 

Nigel Scorer, Contents Design director, says: “We 

are delighted to be finalists alongside some fantastic 

international projects.

“Winning this award would be the perfect recognition 

for a design team that worked incredibly hard during the 

most challenging of times. 

“This building is a true celebration of collaboration 

and brings people together from across the globe in a 

world-class environment with innovation and technology 

at its heart.”

www.contentsdesign.co.uk
@contentsdesign_

Contents 
Design
-
To complete the 
final stage of 
judging, members 
of the public are 
invited to vote 
for their favourite 
projects, with 
their marks 
accounting for 30 
per cent of the 
results.

To support 
Contents Design, 
visit www.
sbidawards.com/
finalist/durham-
university-mscs-
building/

The public vote 
closes on Friday, 
September 10.

Award 
winners will 
be announced 
at a ceremony 
in London on 
October 22.
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Contents Design 
shortlisted for SBID 
International Design 
Award
Newcastle-based interior architecture 
and design practice Contents Design has 
been shortlisted in the respected awards 
ceremony for its work with Durham 
University

Picture: Kristen 
McCluskie 
Photography 
Architecture: 
Ryder and GSS
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“I don’t think there is a better starting point for 

partnership than when you sit down to explore what you 

could do and realise that what you are both already doing 

is so well aligned.

“Our Community Ambassador Programme was 

launched with the intention of helping community clubs 

benefit from the long-standing connections they have 

with the businesses around them; not only can we save 

clubs money on their energy costs, but we offer an 

opportunity to do the same for their local businesses and 

for that to directly benefit the club too.

“The uptake in our programme has been fantastic 

– you only have to look to the Newcastle Falcons and 

the enthusiasm in the relationship we have developed 

to support the 60-plus clubs in their Club Connections 

programme for a great local example.

“When we sat down and talked with GiveToLocal, not 

just about what they do but to really understand their 

‘why’, we were really impressed and just saw such a great 

fit and opportunity to make a difference together.”

Business_
Advertising feature_GiveToLocal

Social impact in partnership

www.givetolocal.com
@GiveToLocalUK

WITH LIVES AND BUSINESSES HAVING BEEN 

subjected to upheaval over the last year-and-a-half, 

routines have changed in the work, home and social 

setting.

The ushering in of the term ‘new normal’ has been 

accepted and it has been in wide use across all three 

areas of life for many across this region, the nation and 

the world. 

A reflection on what matters most, individually and 

collectively, was sure to be one of the results of enforced 

isolation.

The inability to carry out life as normal hasn’t just 

created renewed appreciation in our mindsets as the 

world began to unlock, but for some it has been the 

catalyst to spark change in how we can approach things 

moving forward. 

Two North East organisations with big ambitions, and 

a lot more common ground than they first might have 

suspected, have seen the opportunity to come together 

to usher in a ‘new normal’ for our community sports clubs 

and the legions of local people and businesses that hold 

them dear.

Creating, fostering and adding value to connections is 

central to the aims of innovative North East energy firm 

Fusion for Business. 

With a team of sports enthusiasts, there is a natural 

appreciation for the connections created through sport, 

socially and professionally, and chief executive Chris 

Charlton recognised an opportunity to expand its service 

while giving back to the community.

For an organisation focused on trust, transparency and 

applying an innovative approach, it was easy to spot the 

potential for synergy with pioneering sports tech player 

GiveToLocal. 

“I was well aware of GiveToLocal’s work at national and 

regional levels, but I didn’t realise just how much we had 

in common,” says Chris. 

Two of the North East business community’s rising stars have entered into a partnership set 
to boost their combined ability to deliver significant social impact. Here, we shine a light on 
one of this region’s most exciting new alliances. 

GiveToLocal
-
To discuss 
partnership 
opportunities, 
email community 
engagement 
manager Dan 
Dixon at dan@
givetolocal.com

To discuss 
your energy 
requirements or 
the Community 
Ambassador 
Programme 
with Fusion for 
Business, email 
Graham Robson 
at graham.rob
son@fusionfor
business.co.uk

Business_
Advertising feature_GiveToLocal

For both partners, the forward-thinking alliance 

represents a far-reaching opportunity to take what they 

can collectively offer right to the heart of communities 

up and down the country, having an impact on many 

sports and supporting the large number of passionate 

people who participate in those sports as a result.

Neil Gardiner, co-founder and chief executive at 

GiveToLocal, says : “Fusion for Business have set 

themselves apart as a community-focused service 

provider, who successfully counters expectations of how 

business is conducted in their sector.

“It’s a privilege to be partnering with Chris and his 

team and there is a shared sense of excitement about the 

road ahead.

“Fusion for Business, with their Community 

Ambassador Programme, present an opportunity for us 

to help add value to the thousands of clubs we support 

in a way we never could, but in a way we know our clubs 

will embrace.

“This relationship has huge potential and fits the 

bigger picture as far as GiveToLocal is concerned.

“Chris knows that we have been actively talking 

to some of the biggest firms in their sector but also 

appreciates the reluctance we had to fully embrace 

a partnership in a market so full of stories of negative 

customer experiences and bad practice. 

“As soon as I spoke to Chris, though, it was clear that 

in Fusion for Business there was an organisation that 

didn’t shy away from that perception; they recognised it 

and they have built an operational model and a culture 

that sets themselves apart.”

Neil continues: “Core to GiveToLocal’s model of 

providing our support for clubs completely free of 

charge and ensuring they get 100 per cent of the 

donations they receive, due to our ZERO FEES policy, is 

building a network of business partners who support the 

work we do for clubs and ensuring that network is also of 

value to those partners.

“That, in itself, we anticipated as being a huge task for 

our rapidly expanding community engagement team, 

but we have been building relationships with some of 

the most recognisable brands, largest businesses and 

biggest employers in the world. 

“We have partnerships being developed across 

more than 50 sectors with organisations who embrace 

what we have set out to do and what it can do for their 

communities, through their staff and customer base, not 

to mention supply chain and partner networks. 

“The reputation and integrity of that network is 

fundamental to our ability to attract those brands and 

maintain their support; it is key to our ability to build on 

the good work we do year-on-year for our clubs. 

“With Fusion for Business, we are confident we have 

selected the right partner from their sector.

“Their FCA accreditations, insurance-backed 

solutions, honest approach to energy management and 

commitment to doing the right thing sees them well 

placed to serve their market how it should be.

“Excitingly for us, they are in the position to add value 

to our clubs and growing network of club sponsors in 

a way that not only feeds into our shared vision to give 

back but also reflects how we conduct ourselves and 

create relationships that will stand the test of time.” 

Key to the new relationship is Graham Robson, head 

of the Community Ambassador Programme at Fusion for 

Business. 

He adds: “We are passionate about adding long-term 

value to our community, giving the next generation the 

funding and facilities needed to thrive.

“Our programme is committed to helping clubs save 

money on their energy costs while also giving them the 

tools they need to create a new recurring revenue stream.

“The possibilities, when you add GiveToLocal’s 

technology and relationships within their rapidly growing 

club network to our ability to deliver savings, is hugely 

exciting for everyone involved.

“We have an opportunity to take forward a new way of 

funding clubs, a new approach which we can see being 

accepted as the norm for clubs as they seek to spring 

back after the experience of COVID-19.

“We also offer a new way for the businesses local to 

clubs to give back to their community and reciprocate 

the support they have received from the local community 

in what have been troubling times for everyone.”
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Big events mean big money.
That’s why entire nations, on behalf 

of their cities and citizens, fight 
for the right to play ball with the 
world’s great sporting events and are 
prepared to plunder millions in lost 
host causes, as the doomed English 
bidders for next year’s football World 
Cup – to be held in Qatar – will 
testify. 

The pandemic obliterated sporting 
and cultural events across the globe 
for more than a year and it is still 
having an impact here.

Despite the loosening of 
restrictions in the UK over the last 
few weeks, COVID-19 claimed one 
more giant sporting victim close to 
home when the 2021 Rugby League 
World Cup was postponed following 
the withdrawal of Australia and New 
Zealand from the competition.

Newcastle was set to stage four 
matches, including tournament 
host England’s curtain raiser against 
Samoa at St James’ Park, which was 
predicted to bring a £15 million boost 
to the city’s economy.

The cancellation of last year’s 
Great North Run – the annual banker 
for the region’s coffers – left a 
£31 million hole in the coronavirus-hit 
North East economy too.

Businesses in South Shields, and 
along the famous route, are still 
coming to terms with the news 
that runners in the event’s 40th 
anniversary, as a one-off, will start 
and finish in Newcastle city centre.

So, as the world’s largest half 
marathon returns to our streets, Colin 
Young looks at the clear benefits for 
the hosts of the big events in a post-
virus world.

Words by Colin Young

Living for the weekends
The Great North Run, Sunderland Airshow, The Magic Weekend, Lumiere. Annual staples of the 
North East day out diet in Newcastle, South Shields, Sunderland and Durham, generating millions 
for the hosts, and the region, and providing great leaps in a cross-section of businesses’ revenue 
streams for a precious few days. No wonder the return of these major events in the North East’s 
calendar are so welcome, as Colin Young discovers.
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4The Red Arrows over the Tyne Bridge, 

Ant and Dec high-fiving as the hordes 

fly below them at the start line, Sir Mo 

Farah sprinting through our streets to the 

finishing line, which stretches for miles 

along South Shields’ coast road, packed 

with spectators, and the streets, our 

streets, full of athletes, of all shapes and 

sizes, and lovely stories, running for their 

loved ones and filling the nation’s TV 

screens over a Sunday lunchtime.

We missed the Great North Run last 

year and the Great North Run missed us. 

But it is not just the iconic images 

and the sense of achievement among 

those runners that was missing from 

the North East’s calendar as COVID-19 

forced a year’s delay to Britain’s largest 

mass participation event and the half 

marathon, which became the first to 

surpass one million finishers.

The detailed post-2019 report into 

the last Great North Run by Bluegrass 

Research revealed a £31 million boost to 

the local economy.

And it continues to play an important 

role in promoting the region nationally 

and internationally with unenviable 

global television coverage. 

The survey, commissioned by 

the Great Run Company, showed 

the massive spend made by both 

participants and spectators while visiting 

the area.

Runners from outside the North East 

spent an average of £257.18 over the 

weekend, while international tourists 

paid more than double, with an average 

spend of £586.34 per overseas entrant; 

with 60 per cent of those runners 

bringing, on average, two additional 

people to watch the event.

And that’s good news for the 

hospitality and hotels sector, which 

enjoyed a boost over the course of 

the 2019 weekend, with 47 per cent of 

runners staying overnight to take part 

– 96 per cent rated the region good or 

excellent and 67 per cent of participants 

said their view of the area had been 

positively changed after taking part.

Ian Thomas, director of leisure tourism 

and research at NewcastleGateshead 

Initiative, says the successful addition 

of rugby league’s Magic Weekend to 

the city’s sporting calendar has, like the 

Great North Run, been a huge bonus for 

hotels.

“In terms of forward booking 

occupancy, hotels are reliant on the 

city’s event programme to fill beds,” he 

says.

“The city has a strong event schedule 

planned for September 2021 – with 

the Magic Weekend taking place on 

September 4 and 5, and the Great North 

Run taking place on the weekend of 

September 12.

“Hotels’ forward booking data already 

demonstrates their reliance on these 

events – with forward occupancy for 

the city averaging at 41 per cent in 

September, yet for the Magic Weekend 

forward booking occupancy rises to 66 

per cent.

“On the weekend of the Great North 

Run, forward booking occupancy rises 

to 80 per cent and on the Sunday of 

the Great North Run, forward booking 

occupancy is at 63 per cent, which is 

well above average for a Sunday.”

The withdrawals of Australia and New 

Zealand from the Rugby League World 

Cup forced the postponement of the 

competition this autumn, and with it, for 

now, a predicted £15 million windfall for 

the economy, with four games due to be 

played in the city that would have built 

An exercise in 
economic importance
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the Community Outreach Programme 

put in place a number of longer-term 

community, educational and outreach 

projects. 

Linking up with the council’s 

community arts team, and local area 

action partnerships, the programme 

reached 2116 participants of all ages, and 

from different communities, who were 

directly involved in Lumiere projects.

The installations also reached into 

the communities far beyond the great 

towers of the cathedral, and the Peterlee 

Apollo Project, to celebrate the 50th 

anniversary of the building, was one of 

the highlights of the last festival. 

Berlin-based artist and architect 

collective Mader Wiermann created an 

installation that reflected the Brutalist 

architecture of the pavilion over two 

nights, which the town’s residents won’t 

forget. 

Lumiere is now considered to 

be a key event in the North East’s 

cultural landscape and one of the 

UK’s largest and most successful light 

festivals, encouraging visitors, but also 

encouraging local artists in particular, to 

take part in such a unique event that now 

has Durham printed all over it. 

Many local artists commissioned 

through Artichoke’s ‘Brilliant’ scheme 

have gone on to exhibit their work at 

other festivals in the UK and abroad after 

debuting under the dark Durham skies. 

The last festival was supported by 

more than 80 partners and funders, 

including Arts Council England, Durham 

University and Durham Cathedral, 

which all recognised the importance 

of the event in attracting visitors and 

investment to the city and its business 

community. 

With 27 per cent of visitors coming 

from other areas of the North East, 

Durham would appear to be an attractive 

destination for ‘Lumiere weekend’ and its 

historical charm, in a different light, may 

be something for the city’s hotels and 

many restaurants and bars to build on.

And they will be able to do just that 

later in the year when Lumiere returns 

for four nights from November 18. 

Organisers face the challenges of 

putting on a COVID-19-friendly event 

and have been drawing up different 

scenarios to ensure safety, according to 

legislation which may or may not be in 

place at the time.

But at least the event is on. 

And visitors to Durham will be back, 

come rain, or hopefully shine.

on the success of the domestic game’s 

Magic Weekend.

The latter mini tournament, featuring 

the top sides, welcomes thousands of 

supporters to St James’ Park and the 

environs of Newcastle for a trouble-free 

weekend of rugby league celebration 

and it has proved a perfect marriage.  

With the opening ceremony and hosts’ 

first game against Samoa pencilled in for 

St James’, the enforced postponement of 

the finals this year was a huge blow.    

And Ian says the television coverage 

the North East will once again receive 

over the next month as the Great 

North Run returns to our screens and 

our streets, cannot be overlooked as 

businesses reopen to welcome visitors 

eager to explore once again. 

Rugby league will just have to wait a 

year.

He says: “The Great North Run 

is a staple for the North East and is 

something that we are always excited 

and proud to host. 

“Highly anticipated by locals and 

visitors alike, the half marathon never 

fails to shine a light on our world-famous 

Geordie hospitality.

“With thousands of runners and 

spectators coming into Newcastle, local 

businesses have the chance to welcome 

back these visitors, which will boost our 

local economy after an undeniably tough 

year. 

“The national and international media 

coverage that the region receives from 

the event is another major opportunity to 

showcase our unique offer to visitors.

“September looks to be a bumper 

month for the North East with Magic 

Weekend and the Great North Run both 

making a return after the pandemic put 

them on hold. 

“These weekends will be crucial to our 

tourism industry’s recovery and provide 

a brilliant reason to celebrate the vibrant 

sector. 

“Although we have unfortunately seen 

the postponement of the Rugby League 

World Cup, we now have even more to 

look forward to in 2022 along with the 

Lindisfarne Gospels returning to the area 

and the Hadrian’s Wall 1900 Festival.”

Lumiere 2019 was the sixth light show 

spectacular festival to be held in Durham 

since its inception, as one of the first 

in the world in 2009, as part of a series 

of events supported by Arts Council 

England through Durham’s status as a 

National Portfolio Organisation (NPO). 

The current round of NPO funding 

includes this year’s event plus ACE 

support and Artichoke has again been 

commissioned by Durham County 

Council as the event artistic director, and 

as primary partner remains responsible 

for content and programme curation, 

as well as generating the non-council 

income for the festival. 

According to a council study, Lumiere 

2019 generated substantial economic 

returns for Durham, with the total 

economic impact valued at more than 

£11.5 million. 

The return on Durham County 

Council’s £600,000 investment in the 

project was 1925 per cent, with a net 

visitor spend of £2.8 million.

And that is despite audiences falling 

to 165,000 across the four-night event 

in November 2019 from the highest 

attendances of 240,000 two years 

earlier.

Until then, audience figures had risen 

dramatically from the 75,000 recorded in 

its debut year.

The 2019 festival consisted of 37 light 

installations and projections across 

Durham, placed in and on a variety of 

venues, transforming the cathedral, 

inside and out, illuminating Market 

Place with Jacques Rival’s old favourite 

‘I Love Durham’ and the city’s streets, 

river, bridges and buildings with work by 

national and international artists, created 

specifically for the festival in response to 

its environment and heritage.

And then the heavens opened for 

three nights. Although turnout was 

still good, many people enticed by the 

uniqueness and growth of the project, 

and its bond with Durham, stayed at 

home. But then Lumiere is about more 

than the attendance figures.

In addition to the four-day programme, 

London-based Artichoke and its team 

worked across libraries, schools and 

community groups in County Durham 

in advance of the live event, and, under 

4“The Great North Run is a staple 

for the North East and is something 

that we are always excited and 

proud to host. 

“Highly anticipated by locals and 

visitors alike, the half marathon 

never fails to shine a light on our 

world-famous Geordie hospitality.”

 

Outside in
Words by Ian Thomas

80%
forward booking occupancy rises 

on the weekend of the Great 

North Run 

47%
of 2019 Great North Run 

runners stayed overnight

£31m
 boost to the local economy 

from post-2019 Great North Run

£15m
predicted windfall from the 

Rugby League World Cup 
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The Great North Run finally celebrates its 40th 
anniversary this month. And so does North East 
Times. But enough about us.  This is a piece about 
the Great North Run. It is not about Sir Brendan 
Foster. And that’s the way he likes it. But, of 
course, the Great North Run exists because of 
him. And like Sir Brendan, the Great North Run 
needs no introduction. And that is arguably its 
finest accolade. Because the Great North Run 
has changed lives over four decades, raising an 
astonishing £1.3 billion for virtually every charity 
conceivable - and conceived - since 1981, and 
encouraging hundreds of thousands of people, no 
matter what their running ability, to get out and 
exercise and take part. The world’s biggest half 
marathon and the UK’s largest mass participation 
event secured its millionth finisher five years 
ago and the Mini Great North Run, around the 
Quayside on the Saturday before the main race, is 
now the world’s largest children’s running event. 
The route of the 13.1-mile course was changed 
this year at the request of medics, who had been 
planning a COVID-19-safe race for months, and 
the demands on the Metro. With a promise to 
return to the traditional route from Newcastle to 
South Shields next year, Sir Brendan looks back on 
the last 40 years, with Great Run Company chief 
executive Paul Foster, looking forward to the next 
40 and beyond.
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www.greatrun.org/events/great-north-run @Great_Run

Words by Colin Young                                                                                Photography by Christopher Owens
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4“Never mind 40 years,” the familiar 

voice and face of the Great North Run 

says on our video call. 

“We didn’t even know if we would have 

a second one.”

The first starting gun of the Great 

North Run actually went off in Auckland, 

New Zealand.

While training for the Moscow 

Olympics in 1980 with Dave Moorcroft, 

Big Bren, as he was known, was signed 

up for the Round The Bays race with 

10,000 other runners.

“Dave and I had never seen anything 

like it,” he recalls. 

“I said to him, as we were lining up 

with all these people of all sorts of 

shapes and sizes and different outfits all 

round us, that this could really work back 

home, with the idea of making the run 

from the city to the coast.

“There were thousands lining the 

streets, and runners joining in halfway 

through and kids on skateboards – don’t 

put that, we’ll have kids on skateboards 

joining in after the Olympics! – it was just 

a fantastic day. 

“Running hadn’t really taken off in 

the UK, but it was very popular in New 

Zealand, and I just felt it would work 

here.

“After I retired, I called four guys from 

Gateshead Harriers, and we got to work 

on it. But we only ever planned one.”

Little did his fellow runners know what 

they were letting themselves in for when 

Sir Brendan showed them photographs of 

the Auckland race in their meeting at the 

Five Bridges Hotel. 

“We all got together, John Caine, Dave 

Roberts, Max Coleby, Johnny Trainor and 

me – and it was right, ‘you do the start, 

you do the course in the middle, you do 

the finish, you do the promotion,’ and it 

went from there.

“We mapped the course out, driving a 

car on the tripmeter to measure it. The 

first year wasn’t a half marathon, it was 

more than that, and then we decided on 

a half marathon, a proper distance.

“Some people said we should make it 

a marathon, but we resisted that for two 

reasons: people are more likely to run a 

half marathon and if you keep going at 

South Shields, you’ll end up in the sea!

“We were all runners, and it was like an 

evangelical thing. We loved running and 

wanted other people to run too. 

“It was a simple calling. From runners 

to runners – come together and run, and 

an unbelievable 12,000 answered that 

call.” 

As he is happy to do to this day, 

Sir Brendan looked after promotion, 

sponsors and the media, Caine was 

appointed race director and tasked with 

finding a route, Roberts managed the 

start, Coleby had to map and measure 

the route while overseeing the medical 

aspect of the event, and the late Trainor 

arranged the finish.

And drawing on comparisons with the 

A1, known as the Great North Road, they 

named it the Great North Run.

“It was the first run with 12,000 

people,” says Sir Brendan. “We didn’t 

know what to expect.

“The BBC backed us from the start and 

Mike Neville was a big voice in the North 

East back then.

“The entries were sent to the BBC 

offices and on the first day, they couldn’t 

open the front door for all the envelopes 

and had to enter through the back.

“And there was no live coverage back 

then, either. 

“The race was basically just covered 

on the local news bulletin, so getting the 

live coverage from the BBC was huge. 

“That was a game-changer in terms of 

the positive publicity for the whole of the 

North East, and for runners. Don’t forget, 

running really wasn’t that popular when 

we started.

“I remember the editor of The Journal, 

Phil Crawley, said before the first race 

that he wanted to capture this image of 

the runners coming over the Tyne Bridge 

and he went to great lengths to get the 

shot from the tower. 

“And remember, the Tyne Bridge had 

never been closed to traffic before, apart 

from for the king.

“It is such an iconic building, the Tyne 

Bridge. That image of the runners with 

the Red Arrows flying over never ceases 

to amaze me.

“It was our first run, and nobody 

knew what it would be like, what would 

happen. 

“The biggest race in the country until 

that point only had 1300 runners, so we 

didn’t know what it was like to organise 

an event like that.

“But it went well. Everyone was happy, 

the atmosphere was amazing, and I was 

then asked the question at the end of the 

run, ‘are you going to do it again?’

And my answer was simple: ‘I’ve got no 

choice in the matter’.”

The winner was Elswick Harrier Mike 

McLeod in 63 minutes, with Sir Brendan 

finishing 20th in the 10,665 finishers. 

As he does so often on the call, Sir 

Brendan chuckles at the memory of the 

participation of the man who finished 

490th – Kevin Keegan.

Then a Southampton player and 

England captain, and soon to become 

a Geordie legend, Keegan had been 

persuaded to take part by Sir Brendan to 

run for the Charlie Bear Scanner Fund. 

The future Newcastle player and 

manager wore a combined red and 

white/black and white shirt and paid 50p 

to the charity for every athlete who beat 

him over the coast road finishing line.

“Kevin was the first ever celebrity 

runner,” says Sir Brendan proudly – even 

more so when I point out it may have 

planted a seed in the former County 

Durham miner son’s mind to return to the 

North East. 

“He was a good runner and I told 
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him to come up and of course he was 

absolutely fantastic with everyone,” says 

Sir Brendan.

However, for all the positivity, it 

seemed, for a while, that another event 

may not happen.

“We got a letter from the British 

Amateur Athletic Board saying we 

weren’t going to get permission for 

a second race because professional 

sportsmen weren’t allowed to compete 

in amateur athletics events,” says Sir 

Brendan.

“So, I told them, ‘right – you come and 

tell everyone they can’t do it, because 

I’m not!’’

“I rang them up and said, ‘if you want 

to cancel the race, I’ll arrange a rostrum 

and a loud hailer, and you can tell all 

12,000 people they’re not running’,” he 

recalls. 

“They said, ‘we’re not doing that’.”

The governing body sent an official 

to the race and Sir Brendan had one 

line drawn at the start for elite athletes 

and club runners and another for the 

rest – technically making it two separate 

races and removing the evil threat of 

‘contamination’ under their rules. 

Keegan was the first of the celebrities, 

and world-class, Olympic-winning 

athletes have just kept on coming and 

running and running. Sir Mo Farah has 

won the race six times; his love for 

the course, the day and the people is 

patently obvious. One of Sir Brendan’s 

highlights is the 2013 race featuring 

Olympic and world gold medallists Farah, 

Kenenisa Bekele and Haile Gebreselassie. 

Ethiopian Bekele won narrowly ahead 

of Farah in a race that took his breath 

away.

“Seeing those three wonderful athletes 

running through our streets was one of 

the few times I have been emotional in 

commentary,” says Sir Brendan. 

“If not the only time, just watching 

those three as a runner who used to run 

over the Tyne Bridge.

“From day one, we have always 

attracted the elite athletes. They all know 

about the Great North Run and these 

big athletes want to be in it, which is 

a fantastic honour for us, but we are a 

global event. 

“Our race is broadcast across the 

world – millions watch it in Africa.

“Last year, we were going to be 

running on the same day as the Boston 

Marathon and we made contact with 

their chief executive on a Teams call 

or whatever, and I started to make the 

introduction for the Great North Run. 

“‘Let me stop you there,’” he said. 

“‘You don’t need to tell us anything 

about the Great North Run’”, he said, 

“which is testimony to how far we’ve 

come.
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www.greatrun.org/events/great-north-run @Great_RunSir Brendan Foster & the Great North RunFeature

“And hitting the one millionth finisher 

was an incredibly proud day for the 

business.

“There’s no way we could have 

anticipated reaching that milestone in 

the early years.”

The transformation of South Shields 

and the area around Sandhaven beach 

on race day over the years has helped 

secure its importance for charities and 

organisations, which line the tents in the 

villages.

The Great Run Company have grown 

too, now providing a national series of 

events which has attracted an additional 

four million-plus participants and this 

autumn events are going ahead in 

Manchester, Bristol, Portsmouth and of 

course Newcastle. 

Sir Brendan adds: “As well as the 

millions of adults that have taken part in 

our events, we are especially proud of 

our younger runners. 

“We added the Junior Great North Run 

in 1986, combined it with the Mini Great 

North Run in 2004, and it is now the 

world’s largest children’s running event. 

“Over the years, 185,000 competitors 

have taken part.

“This celebration of young people 

running is something we’re really 

passionate about. We believe in the 

power of running – the true legacy of the 

Great North Run will be to inspire the 

generations who follow.”

Last year, organisers were preparing to 

celebrate another important milestone, 

the 40th Great North Run – but then the 

pandemic put an end to the party before 

it had even begun. 

Paul Foster, chief executive of the 

Great Run Company, explains: 

“Our series ground to a halt. 

“The lives of our customers, alongside 

those of the entire nation, changed 

around us. 

“We had to re-evaluate our approach 

and adapt to their needs within the 

constraints we were all experiencing.

“Physical events were not possible, 

but in these exceptionally strange times 

we felt we had a part to play in helping 

people through. 

“It became clear that running was 

a lifeline for many of our customers 

in lockdown, providing routine and 

headspace, helping them manage anxiety 

and stress and of course, keeping them 

fit.

“We created Great Run Solo, a series 

of virtual running events, providing 

runners with the structure and motivation 

to get out and stay active, while still 

maintaining a feeling of participation 

and celebrating their achievement with 

a medal.”

In the seven months from launch to 

the end of December 2020, more than 

85,000 people had taken part.

Paul continues: “It’s been a really tough 

18 months for everyone, The Great Run 

Company included, but we’re so happy 

to be back doing what we love, working 

with our event partners and suppliers to 

provide our customers with an incredible 

Great Run experience.”
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4You took over at Sunderland Empire just as the first lockdown 
was about to start. It must have been a very challenging time 
personally, and for the theatre. How did you cope with such a 
difficult beginning to a new job and how did the venue and staff 
come through such a turbulent period?

In my first week, I was fortunate to meet the team and 

experience the venue in all its glory, with two amazing productions 

taking centre stage from the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra and 

Birmingham Royal Ballet’s Swan Lake. 

Then lockdown hit, and as the situation escalated, the theatre 

closed, and I was literally handed the keys to look after it for what 

we thought would be a short time. 

Although a very surreal experience, it was a huge honour 

to become temporary custodian of this magnificent theatre, 

which holds a very special place in my heart and where I had 

experienced my first pantomime aged just five. 

As it was for many, 2020 leading into early 2021 was a very 

difficult period.

However, we are fortunate to be operated by the Ambassador 

Theatre Group, who were hugely supportive of the Sunderland 

Empire and our team. It has been great to see the staggered return 

of our passionate and motivated staff over the last few months. 

The Cultural Recovery Fund (CRF) has now allocated most of 
its £1.57 billion budget in grants and loans to the cultural and 
heritage sectors. How has this government money helped the 
Empire and what are the plans for the funding? 

Alongside the furlough scheme, which has allowed us to 

retain our talented and experienced team, the CRF has been 

instrumental to support our reopening. 

Thanks to funding received from CRF, we were able to work on 

a reopening campaign and invest in the building, which has been 

key to maintaining the beautiful grade II-listed venue.

 The funding also supported the venue creatively, in particular 

our Creative Learning and Community Partnerships team, who 

have a vital role to play in our community engagement strategy, to 

work on some exciting locally-led projects. 

The Big Sing, in collaboration with the Sunderland Music Hub, 

saw thousands of young children engaged through an interactive 

music-themed virtual concert, which was closely followed by a 

series of virtual gigs, the Ghostlight Sessions. 

Through the sessions, we showcased a hotbed of musical talent 

from Sunderland, including the Futureheads, Field Music and The 

Lake Poets.

It was so great to support local artists who’d been through a 

difficult time and to hear music ringing through the theatre again. 

As the reopening campaign intensified, CRF also enabled us 

to launch our Your Theatre Your Story campaign, which helped 

us mark a remarkable time in our history, as well as reflect on the 

amazing memories that theatre and the Sunderland Empire holds 

for people across the region. 

It was a very emotive piece and the funding enabled us to pull 

together all these magical and poignant memories. 

Sunderland Empire is due to reopen to audiences in early 
September. As you pull back the curtain for the first time in 
nearly two years, what can we look forward to in the coming 
months?

Theatre is such an immersive experience, which brings multi-

generational groups and friends together to enjoy a shared 

experience. 

The theatre is a piece of Sunderland, which has been dearly 

missed, not just emotionally but economically by the city and the 

region. 

When we finally raise our curtain after nearly 18 months, it will 

be a hugely emotional and energising night, and we are all geared 

up and ready to open our doors. 

A packed season awaits, from Dirty Dancing – the classic 

musical on stage, The Rocky Horror Show, School of Rock, 9 to 

5 The Musical, The Lion, The Witch and The Wardrobe, a host 

of comedy and music tributes, and the long-awaited return of 

pantomime season. 

There really is something for everyone and we can’t wait to see 

customers return and fill the auditorium once more.

www.atgtickets.com/venues/sunderland-empire                                                                                     @SundEmpire

Marie 
Nixon

THE 
LAST WORD
Closing this month’s issue of North East Times, Marie Nixon, Sunderland Empire’s theatre director, explains 
how she coped with the COVID-19 pandemic after taking over at the iconic venue in early March 2020, and 
how it is gearing up for reopening this month.

Feature The Last Word
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